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I declare that my Master Thesis about' Redrawing of Balkan Political Map During 

1817-1914 period ' contains my own academic work to explain my subject.

Sezer Civa
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Introduction

I am going to argue that was there a cause an effect relation between collapse of 

Ottomans and reformation processes in Ottoman public administrative bodies whose actually 

resulted the redrawing o f Balkan political map as the main product ?

Definition of the key factors o f Ottoman's public and social structures are essential 

to understand its nature. Moreover steps which have taken towards the reformation those have 

all their characteristics. Modernity as a concept derived from superiority o f European powers 

which made reformation process necessary in Ottoman Empire from military to all modem 

needs o f society through the 19th century. Therefore timing of introduction o f new rights could 

be helpful to evaluate my subject correctly, if  they were voluntary or forced to implement.

The connection between recent political, economic events on Western Europe and 

modernization attempts within the Ottoman Empire would illuminate the connection the 

appearance o f Balkan nation states on Balkan political map. I am going to support my 

argument with following the time line and giving overall informations.

Were there necessary modernization attempts done by Ottomans in all over state 

structures by good timing to sustain the needs o f the Balkan nations ? Answering this question 

may need the involvement of ideological forces over Balkan nations which encouraged all 

Balkan nations to have their own nation states that makes crucial to explain all possible 

factors on time line with using political maps. Involvement of the Western European powers 

over Ottoman issues would be the main driving force on the foundation of Balkan nation 

states resulting the liquidation of Ottomans on Balkan political map while trying to re 

organize its structures.

The phenomenon I am going to deal with is mainly modernization and 

reformation process o f Ottomans whereby the Ottoman's institutional, bureaucratic and 

military structures became the main concerns. The central focus and structure o f my work is 

thus to identify the dynamics, mechanisms and important figures in different time periods and 

different Ottoman Sultans whose brought their own consequences for Ottoman Empire on the 

Balkan political map. Why and under what conditions reformation and modernization became 

increasingly enshrined in Ottoman Empire.

Importance of this work that could help the understand evolution of socio 

political nature o f Balkan nations and their relations with each other through the 19th Century, 

as well as the creation of Balkan political map changes and similarities between Ottoman 

modernization attempts.



Before Ottomans came to Balkan peninsula in 1350, Political map of Balkans were 

divided into small kingdoms, 2 small states in Romania however both were under influence of 

bigger Empires such as Polish Kingdom. Byzantine were eastern comer on Balkans moreover its 

political power was weakened. Hungarian kingdom was the biggest continental political power on 

Balkans along the River Danube. Byzantine and Hungarian kingdom were competing for political 

influence over Balkans. Also Republic of Venice on north and Kingdom of Napoli were interested 

in Adriatic Sea and Dalmatian Coast.

All smaller Balkan States were influenced by bigger Catholic states at the time as 

Hungarian, Polish, and other Italian states which were all Roman Catholics on the other hand only 

Byzantine Empire was Eastern Orthodox. As a result of Catholic beliefs which were influenced 

political affairs that caused poor living and no religious freedom for orthodox people of Balkan 

nations therefore property rights o f Orthodox churches were taken over and hatred towards 

Catholicism was high among the Orthodox people. Many sources reflect this hatred was resulted the 

long term Ottoman governance over Orthodox nations due to they actually offered better fixed 

taxation and level of religious freedom for its subjects for that time.

Object 2 Political Map of 1350.

Ottomans came to Dardanelle strait region , Tsympe castle in 1352, when they made 

allience against Serbian and Bulgarian Kingdoms who attacked to Byzantine. Ottoman soldiers 

hired to Byzantine for defence. During under reign of Orhan Bey (1326-1361)

When Ottomans settled down on Balkans, they adopted Islamic Holy war policy in order 

to maintain their expansionist policy. 'Balkans became eventually the key feature o f Ottoman 

Empire.'1 After alliance finished with Byzantine in 1353, Ottomans captured East Thrace and ' this 

sudden enlargement was alarmed Balkan nations which resulted Crusade against Ottomans by 

Bulgarian, Serbian and Byzantine armies whose defeated in 1358.'2

Development of Ottoman Public Administration 

Turks have established the agricultural based social structure after 1389 war o f Kosovo. 

Ottoman public administration was kept the previous land systems with further adjustments 

therefore On Balkan territories several Christian landlords kept their status to provide armed forces 

according to mass o f their lands.

1 Mihat Aydin:Balkanlarda isyan Osmanli ingiliz Rekabeti,2005,Yeditepe Yaymevi, p-20
2 Mihat Aydin:Balkanlarda Isyan Osmanli ingiliz Rekabeti,2005,Yeditepe Yaymevi, p-20



When Ottomans conquered new lands during their Golden age, biggest church was 

converted to Mosque in the cities then Turks from Central Anatolia forced to immigrate to new 

Balkan territories to balance social structure in the region. When the mass o f lands were registered, 

those territories were divided into " Has" and "Zeamet" which were reserved for members o f the 

Ottoman royal family and Elites under ' Miri' territorial administration. Smaller lands were 

distributed to peasent families which was called Timars moreover families didn't get the property 

only the right of agricultural production to deliver some taxes and soldiers during the wartime.

Timar system was designed to carry on agricultural production and recruiting some 

amount of soldiers within. Turks were privileged in Timar system to get Timar however in some 

regions especially highly populated with Christians and lands along the borders where Christian 

families , local elites and Orthodox church were gained more lands to increase obedience regards 

Ottomans which helped to Ottomans to increase their popularity on Balkans because theoretically 

local Christian families had to deliver fixed taxes while they were able to keep their lands and 

cultural origins. In local base, Ottoman Timar system provided peaceful reform in remaining parts 

of feodalism on Balkans during 14th - 15th centuries.

In larger meaning Ottoman Balkan federal territory was the most import part of 

Ottoman empire. Roumelia Beylerbeyi (governor) was more important governor than Asian 

Beylerbeyi. Moreover Hierarchically Governor o f Roumelia was the 3rd important person in the 

Ottoman Empire after Ottoman Vezir but it shouldn't be forgetten that due to Ottoman's primitive 

society and underdevelopment o f economic structures Ottoman Sultan was the absolute monarch 

and owner o f the all Ottoman lands.

Object 3, Political map of 1453

Bayezid 2nd was completed the enlargement in Wallachia. Therefore 'Sultan 

Suleyman was a political leader. He followed the policy of fragmentation in Christian world 

Protestants were split from Catholic Church.'3 Ottomans supported non Catholic communities

3 The Ottoman Web page, Richard Hooker, Washington State University, World Civilizations



within Austrian kingdom. Politically and religiously destabilized Europe could be easily taken. He 

used the title of Caesar o f Rome for expansion on old Roman territories. His army conquered Corfu 

Island and large parts of Greece excluding Morean Peninsula. He was also able to demolish 

Hungarian Kingdom and major part of Habsburg lands moreover siege the Vienna first time in 

1528. Sultan Suleyman era was the greatest expansion Ottomans over Europe.

Roumelian-Balkan territories were divided to 19 different governmental zones ( 

sanjacks ) under Ottoman Pashas and several Vassal governments as Moldavia, Wallachia and 

Transylvania during their golden age on Balkans. Vassal countries paid taxes and often contributed 

with troops in Ottoman campaigns. They enjoyed the level o f autonomies both in internal and 

external issues. 'Wallachia and Transylvania were the only places where Hungarians didn't govern 

by Habsburgs, therefore both Turks and Hungarians use the same name for those regions as Erdel -  

Transylvania ,ans Eflak- Wallachia.'*’

Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Albania had always different and more privileged 

status then other Balkan regions as a result o f their religion.

Ottoman cities were controlled by one civil ( Kadi ) and one army commender ( 

subasi). Kadi system was copied from Roman and Byzantine system of city administration as he 

was the both main judicial and administrative person in the cities. He had a right to control armed 

forces and Subasi in garrison therefore he was serving directly under control o f Ottoman Sultans as 

other subjects. Kadis were appointed from centre for 3 years for each destination after they 

graduated from Palace schools in Istanbul.

Ottoman Social System 

Ottomans used Millet system to make division between different groups however 

Millet groups doesn't refer to one national or linguistic group moreover millet system was created 

according to belonging o f one religious group. In 16th century Ottoman Empire was restored the 

power of Orthodox church in Constantinapol. Bulgarian, Romenian ( Wallachia+Moldavia), 

Serbian and whole Greek Churches were centralized in 1459 after Mehmet II was conquered 

Istanbul. Patriarchy and Hellenism became dominant factors on Orthodox Church. In some sense 

Ecumenicus Patriarchy in Constantinapol followed the tradition from Byzantine Empire. Turks 

Strategically supported and kept the Patriarchy against Catholicism.

Ilber Ortayli, Osmanlida degi§im ve anayasal rejim sorunu, 2008, p -80-81



However all Churches and Church schools had some level o f autonomy in different 

regions which resulted to preservation of traditional religious retuals with foundation o f libraries 

and schools. Non Hellen parts o f the Orthodox church was able to survive around local church 

mechanisms through the time.

I am agree that Ottoman Millet system was 'sui generis' unique development of 

Ottoman Public administration. It couldn't be explained by pure emperialism or feodalist ideas. 

Creation of pure religious oriented groups also resulted the asimilation of some smaller national 

groups in larger ones beside providing degree o f freedom for those religious and cultural groups.

Armenians were the best example to explain how millet system functioned. They 

were organized as Gregorian and Catholics ( Protestants were added during 19th century)

People who belong to some specific Millet group had their own attitudes in 

Ottoman society. Individuals lived in their social groups within their culture. Millet system was 

created stable and unbreakable norms for the society.

In cities generally Orthodox Greeks, Serbs, Bulgars, and Jews lived in separate 

places. Every Millet had its own place in social life which was implied by even clothes and colours 

of their houses. Jewish and Orthodox people couldn't dress up like Muslims therefore their houses 

couldn't higher than Muslims. However strength o f those rules were dependent to Sultan regime.

Structure of Ottoman Army

It is obvious that Ottoman army had a huge connections to both Millet ( Social) 

and Timar ( public ) systems. Moreover Ottoman Timar system was designed to sustain agricultural 

production and Ottoman Spearman ( Sipahi or Yenicheri) and due to limited mass o f lands already 

in golden ages , amount o f the Ottoman Spearman weren't enough for strong army. Second and the 

most important group of the armed forces were recruited from children o f orthodox families.
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Sons of the Christian families collected regularly for recruiting as Sultan's private army or palace 

schools. Clearly defined Millet system was helpful to able collect children every time from different 

areas. When they finished those special schools,there were no legal barrier to be top o f the civil 

servants. Yenicheri army was responsible to only Sultan and they were free people. I am sure about 

this notion of Yenicheri army was made Sultan key person in Ottomans as a result o f his personal 

army he didn't depend on local governors.

Peace Treaty of Westphalia was the most important political action on Europe 

which was ended 30years war and 8 years war between France and Spain in 1648. Political 

environment of Europe became stable however Ottomans didn't aware o f such important changes at 

that time. Moreover ' Prussia and Austria were appeared as dominant actors about German 

reunification as a result o f their bigger territories on political map.'4 Stable political environment 

created the right condition for European recovery and modernization o f their armed forces on the 

dawn of Industrial Age and mentality changes.

Ottoman Turks didn't care about commerce as a result o f Islamic beliefs that 

commerce makes people dirty and as a result commercial activities were controlled by different 

Millet groups Greeks, Venetian, and Armenian people. Ottoman state encouraged to secure transit 

trade within its territories. Republic o f Venice had always favoured trade agreements by Ottoman 

Turkey which allowed to establish their permanent embassies 'bailo' on Ottoman cities. Those trade 

and political benefits were renewed regularly. However Venice was feared the Ottoman expansion 

on overseas which resulted several wars to keep last remaining Venice trade colonies on 

Mediterranean Sea.

Moreover in late 16th century Ottomans peasant and Timar system were about to 

collapse I think it could be explained by again its nature therefore Ottoman Timar system was about 

population replacements when new territories captured, however after first Vienna siege, Ottomans 

reached the biggest territories and natural borders have been drawn which resulted Timar system 

couldn't find new territories for rising population. Timar system wasn't enough to support existing 

population or larger army therefore

4 Heinrich Mann, Map o f  Straw



some Miri lands were liquidated to find more places for peasant families however this solution 

wasn't likely to help. Secondly geographical discoveries and resulting high amount of gold and 

silver newly captured American Lands were resulted high inflation that hit the Ottoman economy.

Devshirme system was extended to all Ottoman territories and sons o f Ottoman soldiers 

become soldiers automatically which caused disorder and decline in power of Ottoman army. 

Different soldier groups became competitors and reformer Sultans were common enemies. 

Corruption was spread over all Ottoman mechanisms.

At the same time, Europe experienced same problems as high inflation and slow recovery 

after treat of Westphalia. Catholic Austria and other western states were agreed about territorial 

sovereignity which was needed some wholistic and hierarchic changes in the kingdoms.

Bureaucracy started to became more complex and wide scale, every country established its own 

army system. Increasing notion of sovereignity was flourished with international relations 

according to international law.

Colonization of American Continent and growing merchantilist ideas, change in trade 

commerce, capital accumulation and technical developments were resulted overall changes on 

Europe in 17th century. Therefore critical changes had to be adopted changing political, economic 

and social environment. It is called 17th century crises which refers great changes first time after 

collapse of Roman Empire however Ottoman system wasn't able to change itself itself according to 

changes on Europe. Unemployed masses revolted against centre and Ottoman political system 

adopted punishment system to keep its centralized system under control moreover Ottoman 

political system was failed to reform itself but also became worse.

Object 4 Balkan Political Map of 1699

1683-1817 Period. Start of National movements and Political Map Changes 

War o f Vienna, 1683 was the turning point for Ottomans, which tried to secure its 

existed territories against rising Habsburg and Russian empires with trying to balance o f power on 

Europe. Great Britain helped Ottomans to preserve their territories especially when they capture 

India, therefore it was necessary for British politics to secure trading route between England to 

India and it shows that Ottomans politically became a secondary actor.
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After defeat o f Ottomans on war o f Vienna, Balkan provinces fell into chaos and 

anarchy.' As a result o f loss o f security and high taxes due to long exhausting wars were resulted 

sudden collapse of economy both on Asia and Balkans '5 Army was weakened and number o f 

soldiers rendered as a result o f collapse of Timar system, which was caused no local means of 

security forces for trade routes and cities. 'Local governors tried to secure themselves due to no 

response for their security and financial needs from centre.'6 This changes on Balkans were resulted 

the emergence o f local ruling class called Aijans who were first appeared in Bosnia and Epirus 

region.

Under those conditions Ottoman Turkey had to defend itself rather than conquer as 

it used to be from 1699 Karlowitz treaty to French Revolution, 1789 Ottomans lost Transylvania, 

Banat, Northern Serbia, Croatia and, all Hungary.

French Revolution was changed the political ideas and political map o f Europe 

forever. New Ideas emerged as citizenship, human right and nationalism which were threatened the 

absolute monarchies, multi national empires and Catholic Clergy on Europe. Therefore Ottoman 

Millet system wasn't able to sustain the new ideas of French revolution due to underdevelopment of 

Bureaucracy and nature o f Millet system's itself.

Balkans met with the ideas o f French revolution by different circumstances 

according to their semi isolated positions. Greeks and their Adriatic colonies were taken those 

ideologies to Ottoman lands, but also 'French embassy in Istanbul was free to spread and declare its 

ideologies until Napoleon's attack on Egypt.'7 Austria was developed Trieste as an alternative for 

Venice to sustain its developing economy. Trade was managed by Greeks, and also Austrian 

enlargement on Danube river was attracted Bulgarian, Serbian and Croatian merchants who got 

cultural contacts with Habsburgs.

Russian sea trade was also controlled by Greek sailors on Balkans and Black Sea 

moreover through the 18th and 19th century Russian traders became rich and Russian influence over 

Balkan peninsula became stronger due to Russian traditional policy o f to be connected to warm seas 

and Slavic nations of the Balkans.

5 ilber Ortayli, imparatorlugun En Uzun Yuzyili, p-68
6 H ínalcík, Saray Bosna Serriye siciline gore Viyana bozgunundan sonra Bosna, 1943 p-13
7 ilber Ortayli, Istanbuldan Sayfalar, Dersaadet part



Greeks are Eastern Orthodox, Serbians and Bulgarians are not only Eastern 

Orthodox but also Slavic Nations. Those similarities were regarded by Russia as protector of 

Orthodox communities which used many times relations with Ottomans.

Balkan continental nations met with the ideas of French revolution directly when 

Napoleon took over the Republic of Venice by Compo Formio treaty on October 1797. 'Dalmatian 

coast, Croatia, Slovenia were formed as French Illyrian province.' In 1804, Nationalism and 

possible support from Russia was fuelled Serbian revolt in Ottoman Serbia. Serbians in Banat who 

governed by Austria supported this revolt financially. Serbians sent a committee to St Petersburg 

however Alexander 1st didn't supported directly due to Napoleon threat on Europe. All European 

monarchies were dealing with ideas o f French Revolution which were spread with Napoleonic 

wars. Therefore Republic of Dubrovnik was captured in 1808 by France. Croatians and Serbians 

served in French army and learned about the elements o f French Revolution. At the same time non 

organized Ottoman army was causing disorder all over Balkan due to no central control. Some 

Ottoman Sultans saw the reality o f need for urgent reforms such as Selim 3rd who tried to reform 

army according to European especially French modernization however he failed and get killed 

which made problems deeper in local governor level. Ottoman sultan was losing its control over its 

regions while Aijans were gaining power with the development o f their administrative system and 

armed forces. Sultan Mahmud II wanted to centralize Ottoman power in Istanbul however he knew 

that without help from Aijans, he wouldn't be successful. Aijans and Sultan Mahmud II met in 

Istanbul in 1808 to sign Senedi Ittifak ( Paper o f Alliance ) which was giving to full control of 

Balkans to Ottoman Sultan on the other hand status of Aijans were legitimized through defining 

division of Sultan's and Aijans powers over the lands.

Object 5 political Map of Restoration Europe

Russo-Turkish war ended in 1812 and Ottomans was able to finish Serbian 

Revolt. However solution was far from keeping peace therefore in 1815 second Serbian revolt 

started and Ottomans armies defeated. Ottoman commender Marashli Ali Pasha started negotiations

8 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p 44-45



with Milos Obrenovic as a Serbian political leader and finalized the agreement in 1817.

Principality of Serbia was declared as de facto semi autonomous region. Milos Obrenovic became a 

Prince. Ottoman army was remained in Belgrade and Serbian Principality agreed to pay tax to 

Ottomans as other vassal governors.

'Serbia wasn't economically developed country. Knez and Oberknez mechanism 

was dealing with taxation and governmental issues in Serbia as result of feodal heritage in Serbia '9 

which was developed after Ottoman defeat in war of Vienna. Serbia was the one of the traditional 

provincial body within the Ottomans.

Object 6 Map of Autonomous Serbian Principality

Reformation attempts with continues decline of The Ottoman Empire

During 1817-1914

By the 1817 in restoration Europe after Napoleonic wars, Ottomans had no impact on creation of 

European politics. Great powers as Great Britain, France, Austria and Russia were satisfied from 

agreement on liquidation o f Polish Kingdom and Republic of Venice from European political map 

which resulted the emergence the idea o f Ottomans could share the same faith. However it was 

easily understood that sharing Ottoman Lands wouldn't be easy as a result o f mass of lands and a 

problem of who will take the Constantinapol and control the straits were created the Eastern 

Question.

A nature o f the complexity o f eastern Question made easier to find allies and 

political help for Ottomans that atmosphere created longer life for Ottomans. Sudden collapse of 

Ottomans would result the Russian enlargement on Balkans, Asia and Constantinapol that would 

create the super power against west European benefits. Great Britain needed week Ottoman control 

on the way of its colonies. France was interested on North African territories since Napoleon's 

invasion to Egypt.

9 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p 45



By the 1817 Balkans were almost divided into 2 big multi national empires. Austria 

( Habsburgs ) was owned barely the north of river Danube line as Slovenia, Croatia, Banat Region, 

Northern Serbia and, Dalmatian Coast on the west and Transylvania on north Balkans. Habsburg 

Archeduke had a title of prince of Slovenia, Croatia and Transylvania and those territories were 

crown lands. Banat was autonomous region for Serbians where was granted by Holy Roman 

Emperor Leopold in 1630. object 7 linguistic map Austria on Balkans

Wallachia and Moldavia were ruled by Ottomans as Vassal provinces. They 

accepted the domination and paying tax to Ottomans moreover each province had their rulers. They 

were ethnic Romanian.

Ottomans had also Vidin, Silistra, Nisch, Bosnia, Herzegovina, Monastir, Janina, 

Morae, Saloniki, Philippopolis, Adrianople, and Thrace Sanjacks on the Balkans.

Silistra, Vidin, East Nisch, Philippopolis, and Adrianople were mostly populated 

by Bulgarians, Turks and other Muslim communities were the second group especially in 

Adrianople ( Edime, Burgas ) and Phillipopolis Pashalucks.

Bosna, Herzegovina, Western Nisch, Montenegro, and northern Monastir Sanjacks 

were mostly populated by Serbians,Croatians, Bosnians and Albanians. Bosna Sarajevo and Mostar 

had Muslims with both Orthodox Serbians and Roman Catholic Croatians together. Skopje, Skodra 

and Monaster had Albanian, Macedonian and Serbians together.

Morea peninsula, Janina, Saloniki was populated by Greeks, Saloniki had a big 

Turkish and Jewish community within. Istanbul was an Ottoman Capital which had a significant 

number of Greek population which is the centre o f Ecumenicus Patriarchy of Eastern Orthodox 

Christianity. After Constantinapol was captured, other churches o f other nations became semi 

dependent on Istanbul patriarchy to be able to rise the authority o f Patriarchy again Roman Catholic 

Christianity according to Ottoman needs.

Transylvania is located on the western Carpathian mountains. Austrian province of 

Transylvania was autonomous and divided in different provinces according to different nations. 

There was huge Hungarian population who were Catholics, Romanians ( Szekely) were orthodox 

and German Saxon trade colonies who were protestants on the Transylvania. Autonomous region 

was disintegrated within smaller provinces as a result of linguistic, national and religious 

differences.
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Istanbul was the biggest city on Balkan peninsula due to its central position 

however road and trade infrastructures were developed according to Austrian needs to sustain raw 

materials which were essential for industrial development. Adrianople, Tessaloniki, and Belgrade 

were the continental centres on Balkans. Dalmatian Coast and developing trade port Trieste became 

a one of the important harbour on Adriatic Sea therefore importance o f Venice was declined as 

Trieste was developed. Danube River became important trading route however for only limited time 

as a result of water capacity on the river during the summer.

By the 1817 Ottoman lands on Balkans were quiet however increasing 

nationalism was waiting to hit Balkan nations and change the political map forever.

Greek nation probably the first met with French Revolutionary ideas by 

traditional naval trade force on Aegean Sea and Ionian Sea. Greek originated trade companies were 

located in Amsterdam, Vienna, Odessa, Symma ( Izm ir), Istanbul, Cairo, Crete and Tessaloniki as 

international harbours. At the same time in Istanbul, some Greeks were already members of 

Ottoman bureaucracy, and traditionally Ecumenicus Patriarchy based in Istanbul therefore patriarch 

has always been selected among Greeks. According to Ottoman millet system Greek high clergy 

and Orthodox church was controlled the Ottomans Orthodox subjects. Emergence o f the merchant 

class on the west Europe was helped Greek merchants to became rich and finance the foundation of 

Greek schools and universities for young Greeks to study there. 'When young Greeks were coming 

to Europe for education, they contacted to European enlightment and the ideas of French 

Revolution. Eventually those schools and libraries strengthened the educational level and national 

identity which resulted the emergence o f group o f large Greek Diaspora and so called Greek 

Enlightment.,10 ' Alexander Ypsilanti, Manolis Xanthos, and Athanasios Tsakalov founded secret 

Filiki Eteria under support of Russia in Greek merchant city o f Odessa in 1814.'11 Filiki Eteria was 

aimed to re establish Byzantine Empire as Constantinapol centre, foundation o f nation state was 

dismissed according to needs of Orthodox unification. Odessa was the centre o f trade routes from 

Danube River, Black Sea and Bosphorous and the meeting point of Russian,Greek and German 

Saxon merchants who exchanged not only commercial goods but also new ideologies in the region.

10 Methew Smith Anderson,Eastern Question, p 73
11 Kutlu , S ac it: Balkanlarve Osmanli Devleti, p-176
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Community o f Filiki Eteria was enlarged suddenly with getting number o f new 

members in every Greek settlement. European aristocracy was sympatic about nationalist 

movements which were oriented from French Revolutionary ideas on the other hand bourgeousie 

and middle class people supported those movements under newly developed ideology of 

Philhellenism and growing interest among ancient Greece.

' Morean peninsula was affected by growing British industry but loosing its economic

and naval power,which resulted that region became poor and rising discontent between Greek
. . .  12

sailors and Muslim fleet owners as a result of the question how to divide declining income.'

Greek national uprising had 3 basic stages to be able to open the way o f Russian invasion 

on Balkans as the protector o f Eastern Orthodox Church. Alexander Ypsilanti wanted to get support 

from Christians on Danubian principalities when Morea and Central Greece Greeks start to revolt as 

whole. They would defeat Ottomans as whole. At the same time Sultan Mahmud 2nd was trying to 

get provincial powers to centre. Ali Pasha was dismissed from South Janina, then he rebelled 

against Sultan be governor o f Janina, in 1820.

In 1821, Filiki Eteria set up a revolution on Danubian principalities under leadership of 

Alexander Ypsilanti. He expected that Orthodox Romanian people would join the revolution against 

Ottomans and Russia would intervene the situation to protect Orthodox people, i believe they just 

wanted to use religious ties, however local people weren't sympatic to revolt with Greeks because 

of no support from Romenian peasants revolt failed in Danubian Principalities and Alexander 

Ypsilanti asked for asylm from Austria. By the end of 1821 Danube region was under control of 

Ottoman Turkey.

Revolt In Greece

In Morea Peninsula, number of Greeks revolted against Ottoman rule. Greek tail of 

Filiki Eteria was commended by the cousin of Alexander Ypsilanti, however rebels were composed 

of sailors, peasants, small church priests' as a result of discontent between Muslim property owners 

and decline of living conditions on the region. Ottoman government suspected that patriarch was 

supporting revolts secretly in favour o f Ypsilanti Ecumenicus Patriarch Gregorios 5th and 12 

metropolitiones were killed in Istanbul in the Patriarchy, Ottoman leaders thought that it would stop 

the revolt, however it caused alienation o f Greeks who were happy under Ottoman rule.

12 Kutlu , S ac it: Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-51
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Rebels gathered in Kalamata Messenian Senate which was the first Greeks' 

local governing council.

Ali Pasha was defeated in South Albenia during Greek revolt. His revolt was 

more important for Sultan Mahmud 2nd due to it was negative against his affords through the 

strengthened the Ottoman central power. When Ottomans crushed the Greek revolt, as a result of 

Greece's heritage on Europe's culture which started a growing admire for Greek culture which is 

called Philhellenism.

I think that ideas o f German idealists Romantism thinkers such as Herder, Kant, 

and Hegel came to conclusion that simply there was no place for Turks in future European republic 

due to their hostile movements have shown the political reality o f Europe. Several veterans came to 

fight against Turks to be freed cradle of Western civilization. However all those action behalf 

Western powers denied the idea of foundation of free Greece in the conference o f Verona.

Sultan Mahmud 2nd had to ask his Egyptian vassal governor Muhammed Ali Pasha 

from Kavala to finish revolt in Greece. Ali Pasha was the vassal governor in Egypt. He came to 

Egypt during Napoleon invasion on Egypt then was able to got higher status in a short time because 

of French invasion was destroyed Mamluk local governors and Egypt fell into power vakuum for a 

while. After he became a power, industrialization of Egypt was started to increase cotton 

production. He modernized agricultural system while he was copying French model in Egypt. He 

was personally French admirer. Therefore during Greek revolt M. Ali Pasha sent his French-trained 

army to Morean peninsula , when he granted the vassal of Morea and Crete Island if he will be 

successful. His army was commended his son Ibrahim Pasha. He arrived to Peloponnese and 

stopped the national uprising brutally and M. Ali Pasha became Vassal governor.

Western powers had different interests on Balkan and it was also true for Greece.' 

France and Britain weren't satisfied with M. Ali Pasha's domination as a result his government had
n

more power than Ottoman power ' They suggested to implement further reforms to keep its 

authority on Balkans. Russian intervention was another threat but reforms on Balkans would stop 

that possibility as a result of this France and Britain supported the independence o f Greece and 

allowed the military and financial aids to Greece. Object 8 Greece 1821

13 O rtayli, lib e r: Osmanlida Alman Nufuzu,p-90
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Period of 1699-1839 can be accepted as initial collapse of Ottoman 'millet' nation 

system. Timar system and Ottoman Army were practically already collapsed however Ottoman 

priority had always been a reformation o f Armed forces which came into reality by in 1826. When 

Sultan Mahmud 2nd abolished the old Yenicheri army brutally in Istanbul due to their failure in 

Peneponnese revolt. Ottoman Sultan and society were angry due to failure of Yenicheri army and 

their continous revolts against state itself. Destruction of barracks o f Yenicheri army was supported 

by public in Ottomans and the rest was done by new Ottoman army so called Nizam-i Cedid ( New 

Formation). Abolishment of old army I believe that one o f the most important thing in last century 

of Ottomans. Moreover development of civil bureaucracy was risen in Ottoman lands with the end 

of existence o f last remaining middle age state structure. Sultan Mahmud 2nd was the first who 

wanted to reform both army and governmental structures. His prior vision of centralization of 

Ottoman power again. However this sudden changes brought weakness and power vacuum which 

caused disasterous results for Ottomans.

The way of ending Greek revolt by Ibrahim pasha was opened the way of 

internationalization o f issue which resulted direct intervention of European bureaucracy into issue. 

France, Great Britain, and Russia came together in London to be able to find a permanent solution 

for Greek issue. They asked to Ottomans for withdrawal o f Turks from Morean Peninsula to protect 

Greek people from possible assimilation process. When Ottomans rejected the ultimatum 'French, 

British, and Russian forces defeated Turkish-Egyptian fleet in the battle of Navarino in 20.10.2827. 

Ottomans lost all their fleet.'14

'Mettemich and restoration period first failed in Greek revolt as a result o f different 

expectations of France, Great Britain, and Russia.'15

England supported smaller option of independent Greece however Russia supported 

greater Greek Kingdom including Morea , south Macedonia, Epirus, and Crete Island. Great Greece 

including block the English presence in Crete Island. France wanted to liberalize Morea and Athens 

for Greece. In 1828, Russia gave ultimatum to Ottoman Turkey for recognition of independence of 

Greece however Ottomans rejected independence Greece. Moreover Russia declared war on 

Ottomans in 1828 and France sent its troops to Morea peninsula. Ottomans faced with huge defeat

14 Mithad Aydin, Balkanlarda isyan, p-33
15 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-55



on Russia as a result of new modem Ottoman army wasn't powerful enough to stop Russian 

invasion on Balkans. Russian army easily captured Wallachia, Moldovia, then crossed River 

Danube and supported by 'Bulgarian Zemsko Bulgarskoe Voisko in Bulgaria' 16 Tsar Nikolas 2nd 

agreed about autonomous Bulgarian principality. Russian army captured Adrianople ( Edime ) This 

war was ended by Adrianople Treaty in 1829.

Adrianople ( Edime ) Treaty 

Ottomans signed that treaty under huge defeat on Russia both Caucasus and Balkans 

therefore demands o f Britain and France. According to that treaty Ottomans recognized the 

authority of G reece.' Independent Greece was founded according to previous agreement in London
• 17between Russia, France, and Great Britain.'

Status of autonomous Serbian principality legitimized. ( Object 9 Serbia 1829)

Wallachia and Moldavia returned to Ottomans however they gained larger 

autonomous powers. They were able to establish or receive embassies directly free from Ottomans.

Russia seized the lands on the Danube River delta where it meets the Black Sea.

Ottomans had to pay war reparations to Russia.

Russian commercial ships gained to right to sail freely on Ottoman straits.

Bulgarian national movement was disappointed due to situation after Adrianople 

Treaty. Greece nation state was formed, Serbian principality legalized its autonomy with Moldavia 

and Wallachia. Bulgaria seemed to be the only one who didn't get anything from treaty of 

Adrianople. After this treaty with formation o f independent Greece, European powers started to 

decline their interests on Philhellenism. Russia, France, and Great Britain started to political 

influence on Ottoman lands. Especially Russia was satisfied with its gaining in treaty o f Adrianople. 

Great Britain wanted to preserve weak Ottomans on Balkans to secure its sea routes to India 

therefore emergence of M. Ali Pasha disturbed both Russia and Britain due to his rising power and 

authority in Ottomans under French influence.

Territory o f Greece reduced to several islands around Morean peninsula on Ionian 

Sea and, Thessaloniki Island. In 1832 Bavarian Prince Otto of Wittelsbach became a first King of

16 ilber Ortayli, Imparatorlugun en uzun Yiizyih, p-55
17 Sacit Kudu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-56



Greece under assistance of Great Powers. His administration wasn't popular in Greece which 

resulted a revolt due to he wasn't a constitutional monarch. Under British decision Danish prince 

became a new king in Greece.

Newly independent kingdom brought the first signal of weakening of Orthodox 

church in Istanbul was the foundation o f independent Greek church in 1831 as Autocephal, free 

from Istanbul Patriatchy and became important factor in Greece. Seperation o f church from 

Ecumenicus Patriarchy in Istanbul resulted the foundation of Greek identity however rejection of 

Byzantine heritage and Istanbul resulted long lasting effects in politics. On the other hand as a result 

o f limited agriculture, decline in commercial life and the most important Young Greek kingdom had 

only one third of the Greek population were resulted emergence of Megali Idea to establish an 

absolute ancient big Greek Kingdom.

It is clear that changes in international politics forced 2 Orthodox churches that had 

to normalized the relations between Greek Church and Patriarchy. This unification can be explained 

as decline in Philhellenism and support from western powers. After Tanzimat (reformation) era 

Classic Orthodox church was eroded with reforms in Ottoman public administration and freedoms 

to peoples lives which resulted Slavic national movements became significant actors in Balkan 

social life.

Ali Pasha vs Ottomans

I think importance of Egypt governor Ali Pasha couldn't be denied due to his direct 

involvement over Balkan politics. His reign was successfully modernized Egypt, establishment of 

strong army and naval forces. Sultan Mahmud 2nd needed his army for support during Greek revolt 

by promising to be future governor o f Greece and Crete however idea o f Greece as independent 

nation state was supported by western powers and forced to come existence by treaty o f Adrianople, 

which resulted Ali pasha asked for governorship o f Arabic or Syrian provinces. His request was 

rejected. During that time Sultan didn't have enough armed forces nor naval fleet to fight against 

Egypt army which was trained by French soldier and he was personally French admirer.

Egyptian army captured Syria the came to Asia minor. Ottomans asked for help to 

France and Britain who were both rejected to take part in internal issue of Ottomans. That reaction 

resulted suprising request for help from Russia by Sultan Mahmud 2nd . Nikolas 1st sent his army to
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Istanbul that feared the France and Britain about predominance of Russia on Ottoman and they 

forced Ali Pasha to sign a peace treaty and Ali pasha gained control of Syria and Arabia in 1833. 

Ottomans signed a mutual protection and assistance treaty with Russia.

Hunkar Iskelesi Treaty 1833 

'Russia guaranteed the security o f Ottomans by mutual protection treaty for security 

of Black Sea. If Russia attacked by foreign power, Ottomans had to close the straits for all non 

Russian ships ,l8 Treaty remained in power for 8 years. This treaty was alarmed France and Britain 

in fear of exclusive use of Black Sea by Russia and Ottoman Turkey.

Mettemich and his idea o f preserving the absolute monarchies under restoration 

period had to deal with nationalist, revisionist, and universal ideas o f French revolution as the main 

threat on continental European political map. I believe that Mettemich and his restoration period 

gave western powers enough time to understand, consume and chance to re organize themselves for 

changing political economic and social needs. However Ottomans seemed to be ignoring those 

changes on Europe.

Enlightment and Industrialization were the key factors how economies and 

demographic structure o f Europe changed. Industrialization of western Europe was started in 

Britain, France then it spread to Prussia and Austria and as the Austrian industry developed which 

resulted rising demand on raw materials to sustain production those raw materials were started to 

import from mostly Balkans. Rise in exports resulted stronger commercial life and smaller feodals 

got rich then became rich landlords or disappeared. Increasing wealth was forced landlords to hire 

their private armies to secure themselves as a result o f Ottoman central power has been failing to 

provide for its provinces on Balkans. Habsburgs was allowed a level of provincial authority as 

Serbians favoured in Banat region since Holly Roman Empire. Austrian absolute monarchy was 

more tolerant for its individual national groups. Habsburgs and Ottomans have been neighbours 

since 1699, Slovenia, Croatia and Hungary belong to Habsburgs got the Dalmatian coast from from 

French Illyrian provinces.

18 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-61
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Ottoman modernity wasn't sustainable on Habsburg side as an other side of the 

Balkan region as a result o f no industrial development to support modem European type army as 

they desire to have. Ottoman notion o f modernization dismissed the changes in world political and 

economical systems. Armed forces were the concern of Ottomans to defend themselves and stop 

territorial losses. They dismissed the reality o f stronger Austrian army was a result of 

industrialization and mental changes.

Austria cooperated with Russia during Russo Turkish wars. Their mutual enemy and 

needs were the same. Russia reformed itself as western countries but both Russia and Habsburgs 

were landlocked countries and needed to connect themselves to the warm seas. Habsburgs 

interested in Ottoman Balkan territories and Russia as the protector of Orthodox Christianity, Tsar 

wanted to capture Constantinapol to establish a new Byzantine Empire, however from Tsar Petro Is 

( great ) to Nikolay 1st policy o f Russia was changed slightly to save Ottomans under their political 

influence to abolish possibility o f creation new dynasty as Ali Pasha. Hunkar Iskelesi treaty was 

aimed protect Russia and Ottoman dynasty as ally. I think that preserving weak Ottoman dynasty 

was only way to stop the foundation o f stronger Ali Pasha dynasty instead o f Ottomans that would 

result the resurrection of strong Ottomans on the political map. It could be fatal mistake for Russian 

empire which would result the disconnection to Black Sea again.

'Sanjak O f Bosnia and Herzegovina was divided into Bosna and the Herzegovina 

sanjaks in 1833.'19 Both entities had their provincial governors under Ottoman rule. Those semi 

independent provinces had their own centres as Bosnia, Sarajevo and Herzegovina, Mostar. It was 

divided because of 1831 revolt which was ended successfully by Ali Pasha honoured with 

Herzegovina sanjak. (Object 10 map of Bosnia and Herzegovina provinces )

Balkan nations became significantly rich, educated on Europe and trying to 

impose changes on Ottoman millet system. Sultan Mahmud 2nd decided to declare more freedoms 

by guaranteeing their cultural rights under Ottoman Millet system.

19 liber Ortayh,Osmanlida Alman Nufuzu,p-65



Tanzimat New Order in Ottomans 1839

Preservation of Balkan national identities were achieved under Ottoman millet 

rule and Habsburg semi autonomous regions were organized around churches, and national legends. 

National ideas of French revolution wasn't the only source o f Balkan national uprisings in early 

1800's. There were already several different pro national groups whose organized with millet 

system according to their religion.

Ottoman Sultan Mahmud 2nd faced that old Ottoman system couldn't cover the 

changing modern world political, economical and individual needs. System had to be changed in 

order to preserve empire as multi national unity. Sultan didn't want to put under pressure by western 

powers for further reforms on Balkan regions, or more autonomy and creation o f nation states as in 

1829 independent Greece. Western style educated Ali, Fuat, and, Ahmet Cevdet Pashas set up 

regulations to adopt European style practises in educational, institutional, and legal areas. 

Elimination o f corruption was the another side o f the reforms to make system more efficient. 

Reforms could stop the initial decline of Ottomans in against European examples. Some o f the 

changes or foundations were symbolic which aimed to allow further changes in the future as 

uniform for army or copy o f European style administrations. However just before the declaration 

of Tanzimat Sultan Mahmud 2nd died and his son Abdulaziz came to power.

Tanzimat era can be characterized by all over reforms to secure its territories 

against national movements on Balkans and western interactions. Idea o f being Ottoman citizen was 

defended to transform Ottoman Turkey as a supranational body and integration of Muslim and 

Christian communities with their property rights . 'This notion of Tanzimat was aimed to limit the 

right of Russian intervention on Balkans as the absolute protector o f Orthodox church and equality 

of individuals principle was supported by Austria and Britain.'20 Tanzimat was planned during 

Sultan Mahmud 2nd and came to power during his son Abdulmacid.

It is accepted as first attempt for constitution in Ottomans however reforms were 

far away from effect as a result of not enough infrastructural, institutional, and ideological 

developments. Foundation of modem schools and establishment o f wide scale bureaucracy couldn't

20 Uber Ortayh,imparatorlugun en Uzun Yuzyili,p-99



became nation wide. 1830’s on Balkan territories was experienced inter community struggle 

especially in multinational cities. There were even killings between mostly Hellens-Bulgars and 

Hellens-Jews.

I believe that technically Ottoman system was collapsed in 1839 already, both 

politically control over its provinces and economically due to Ottoman empire economically 

concentrated on provision o f sustainable resources for its subjects. Import was allowed if there was 

a gap in consumer goods,however export was able when all resources were enough among the 

society. As a result of such economic system ran by handmade production. Ottomans failed to adopt 

the developing new technologies o f western Europe however 'foundation o f local administrative 

bodies on Balkan region was resulted the decline in power o f Kadi regime therefore Kadis lost their 

judicial and administrative functions due to development o f judicial and local governmental 

bodies.'21

'Newly emerged bureaucrats and small number of rich merchants wouldn't able to 

analyse the situation o f the Ottoman Turkey.'22 Failure of adoption of new technologies, new ideas 

of European enlightment and changes in life style were not accounted by those groups.

Imperial powers o f Europe was trying to impose their policies to increase their 

influence on Ottomans. Raw material from Ottoman lands were essential for European industrial 

development those European products were sold back to Ottomans after processed therefore 

Ottoman lands became market for Europe. As the Austrian industries sustained its raw materials 

from Balkans and developing road infrastructure to Habsburg territories resulted more cultural 

integration of Balkan nations to Europe.

Balkan provinces o f Austria was effectively controlled through Vojvodas in semi 

autonomous regions. Moreover Austrian Emperor was the Grand Vojvoda. Habsburgs weren't 

tolerant internal nationalist movements as all restoration European countries however duality was 

absolute to encourage Balkan nations to be independent in Ottomans, therefore idea o f united Serbia 

and higher intention for parliamentary monarchy can't be denied in Habsburg lands.

21 ilber Ortayli, Batilila§ma Yolunda, p- 170-175
22 ilber Ortayli, imparatorlugun en Uzun yiizyili. p-162



Tanzimat helped to recover the relations with France and Britain since Balta 

Limani mutual protection treaty with Russia. During 1833-1840 period France and Britain realized 

that Ottoman and Russian good relations could be abolished, only if  threat of Egypt over Ottomans 

demolished. Otherwise right of passage of non Russian ships could be stopped by Ottomans by 

using exclusive rights over the straits. In order to solve Egypt problem Britain, Austria, Russia, and 

Prussia signed a London convention which guaranteed the governorship of Ali Pasha as Egyptian 

ruler. His position became a heritage for his family with a special name. ( Hidiv )

Ottomans enjoyed full sovereignity on straits after captured Istanbul. England 

wasn't happy that Ottomans secured the Black Sea for Russia with Hunkar Iskelesi mutual 

protection pac t.' England, Prussia, and Austria forced Egyptian governor to make a permanent 

peace with Ottomans, then Ottomans wouldn't need help from Russia any longer.'23

London Conference gathered to solve strait issue according to needs o f west 

European powers. Great Britain defended Ottoman rights on straits in favour o f Tanzimat. London 

Straits treaty was signed by ' Austria, France, Britain, Russia, and Prussia, which guarantees non of 

armed fleets on Straits moreover Ottomans would decide the conditions during wartime. 

Bosphorous and Dardanelle Straits have an international status'24 for the first time and Ottomans 

lost their full sovereignity over its straits.

Industrialization, modernization and enlightment were resulted the development of 

Nationalist ideas for every European powers' itself. Nationalism was re defined by the needs of 

every single western European country's needs and nature o f its existence. Therefore there were 3 

main streams of nationalism on Western Europe however French and German nationalism could be 

leading force for Ottomans to re create or re define their needs o f citizenship.

France was a kingdom of many different groups and assimilated societies. French 

nationality was created by France and its historical development. French national identity was a part 

belonging and shared history. History of being together was important than to share same race. 

France imposed its culture and assimilation process over its colonies to create French empire.

French revolution was defending undeniable human rights for all, however fall of Napoleon 

resulted restoration period with absolute monarchies.

23 cFahri Armaoglu, 19.Yuzyil Siyasi Tarihi, 1789-1914,p-240
24 London Straits Convention
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German national identity was about race and German language. Small German 

states had different historical developments as result of non unified Germany. German language and 

race became the only way to define the Germany which was trying to create unified Germany and 

shared German history. Language and culture tented to be separated from their neighbours.

On the other hand both France and Germany had some experience according to 

European enlightment and its fraction on different layer o f societies were same on the age of 

industrialization and liberalism. Moreover Ottoman Sultans were amazed with always French state 

structures and its development due to their traditional ties. Sultan Selim 3rd and Mahmud 2nd were 

both tried to copy French army and foundation of state bureaucracy in Ottomans.

Traditional Millet system seemed to have some similarities with French 

nationalism as a result of Ottoman territories on Balkans had variety of nations within itself. French 

Nationalism might be created the melting pot for the those different nations under Ottoman rule 

therefore influence of French modernism was continued in Ottomans.

From 1845 to 1849 Europe faced with bad crops and potato famine all over. 

Famine and economic recession had risen the tension in societies, in different layers.

Harder living conditions, economic difficulties of industrializing western Europe 

met on 1848 revolutionary movements later on. Those Revolutions became plague on European 

continent with different expectations. As rebels in Great Britain and France were generally 

bureaucrats, students, and poor workers who defended better living conditions , better working 

spaces and the most important anti capitalist and democratic beliefs. Due to fall of French 

revolutionary ideas, people were legally equals but enforcement was weak on government to secure 

the rights of bourgiousie. Louis Philip was famous for his support toward capital owners therefore 

he was over throned. In England, British politicians had to give more political and social rights to 

people as result of development o f multi party system.

In German lands people asked for better living conditions and better working 

spaces however all shared also the idea of unification of Germany, however unification and social 

rights mostly didn't achieved.

Austria was multi national empire and got affected from 1848 revolutions in



different way from western Europe. Germanic people in empire was only 8millions however Slavic 

nations as Czechs, Slovaks, Ruthenians, Serbians, Croatians, Slovenes, and Polish people were 

16millions therefore also Hungarians and Italians were about lOmillions.

'South Slavs o f Balkans were living in Hungarian territories and their living 

conditions were worse than Hungarians and Germans.' In 1848 Slav congress gathered in Prague 

to establish Pan Slavism ideology to unify and improve the conditions o f Slavic nations. Prague 

Congress tried to solve the Hungarian and German assimilation problem and Russian enlargement 

to Central Europe and Balkan Region. Republican Slavs supported to join revolt to solve problems 

and later joined the Prague revolution. 'Russia supported Habsburgs against Republican Pan Slavist 

movement due to its revolutionary notion.'

Hungarians were trying to defend themselves from Pan Germanism and new 

threat appeared as Pan Slavism. Hungarian national identity strengthened against those threat. 

Hungarian revolt was support by Polish people. Poland disappeared from political map and shared 

by Austria, Prussia, and Russia. Austrian monarchy had to give autonomy to Hungary due to on 

going revolt in Vienna however Habsburgs encouraged Croats and Serbians who were living under 

Hungarian governance to revolt against Hungary. Revolts in Transylvania stopped by Austrian and 

Ottoman armies. 1848 revolutions had different impacts on Balkan and Germanic states.

'Austria and Prussia had to give some privileges to their citizens to be able to 

keep their conservative governance.'27 Working classes and bourgiousie were divided during 

revolutions. Working classes disappointed from little gaining and developed socialist and Marxist 

ideologies to their rights.

Multi national semi industrialized Austrian monarch faced with growing wave of 

nationalist movements. Slavic nations became a part o f Hungarian lands after Hungary got 

autonomy from Austria.. Many Slavic provinces were turned into Austrian crown lands on 

24.10.1849 as Transylvania with all provinces, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbian Vojvodina Tamis Banat 

province. Habsburgs tried to surrender Hungary with loyal Slavic lands to limit its impact on

25 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanh Devleti, p-68

26 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanh Devleti, p-68
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region. From 1849 Austria tried to transform itself to bureaucratic state ruled, governed from 

Vienna. However those reforms and attempts to create constitutional monarchic system wouldn't 

able to stop nationalism in Austrian monarchy. ( Object 11 Ethnic Map o f Transylvania)

Ottoman lands were seemed to be quiet during 1848 revolutions only there were 

some revolts happened in Wallachia and Moldavia as a result o f neighbouring Transylvania. 

Therefore those revolt attempts were stopped by Russian forces. I think it is obvious that Ottoman 

Turkey due to its traditional and non industrialized nature seemed to be not affected from 1848 

revolutions. However Ottomans affected from 1848 revolutions in different way as a result o f ' 

Polish, Italian, and Hungarian who fought against Austria during revolutions in Transylvania 

escaped to Ottomans for asylum after defeat.' Russia and Austria asked Ottomans to sent those 

people including Polish general Kossuth who were in Istanbul. According to previous treaties 

between Russia, Austria and Ottomans asylum seekers could be accepted to hosting country if  they 

accept the local religion. Some people returned to Islam and renamed as Turks to be able to stay in 

Istanbul. Moreover Sanjak o f Bosnia were dealing with endless national uprisings in 1848. Kossuth 

wanted to return back to Transylvania but it wasn't easily due to Vienna and St Petersburg, who 

influenced the Ottomans to neutralize those people therefore Russia and Austria gave ultimatum and 

called their embassies back. Kossuth and his followers went to Britain, France then USA which 

recovered the political relations with Russia and Austria.

Converted Muslim Ottomans helped to re organize the bureaucracy and 

soldiers stopped the uprising in Bosnia, which was result o f Tanzimat rules on the other hand 

centralization and new taxes rising tension on Bosnia among Albanians, Bosnians,Serbians and 

Croats. Those people were dedicated nationalist from Hungary or Poland where nationalist revolt 

were collectively finished by Austrian Empire.

'Modernization and re organization process disturbed Russia and Habsburgs. 

Austria put its intention on Montenegro for its autonomy '29 through uprising. Russian foreign 

policy has been changing again after end of Hunkar Iskelesi treaty, from gaining political influence 

of over Ottomans to liquidate it to be able to create satellite states. After 1848 influence o f Pan 

Slavism became stronger over Balkan nations, which made Russian foreign policies threat for not 

only Ottomans but also Habsburgs.

28 Ilber Ortayli, Osmanlida Alman Nifusu, p-29
29 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-69
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In 1851 Ali Pasha Rizvanbegovic died, after his death Herzegovina province was 

reunified with as Sarajevo centre o f Bosnia and Herzegovina. (Object 7 Bosnian province)

From 1839 to 1856 Ottomans realized that weakness o f armed forces was a result 

o f under development of bureaucracy and industrial structures. Sultan Mahmud 2nd and his son 

Abdulaziz tried to develop bureaucratic mechanism overall territories and centralization o f powers 

and the development of state owned industries to sustain needs o f modem army. Idea of French 

style modernization was changed to British model in this period. State institutions were 

reorganized; laws were updated according to the needs o f the changing world; modem education, 

clothing, architecture, arts, and lifestyle were encouraged.

Conflict Over The Holly Land

In 1850, France gained some privileges about Jerusalem as a result o f that 

Russia asked sectual equality between Orthodox and Catholic people, using the title of protector of 

Orthodox world. Russia tried to force Ottomans to give those privileges and prevent British and 

French intervention over the subject. I think that Russia had a right to gain those right since 

Ottomans guaranteed equality among different religious beliefs.

Danubian provinces were already under control of Russia as grantor over 

Ottoman lands. Tsar sent his army and neutral powers of Prussia, Austria, France, and Britain 

gathered in Vienna to find a diplomatic solution. Especially Austria and Britain tried to prevent 

sudden collapse o f Ottomans and Russian enlargement towards Balkans and Straits.

France and Britain believed that issue could be solved by negotiations on the 

other hand Prussia and Austria stayed neutral.

( Object 12 Map of Danubian Principalities )

Ottomans declared war on Russia and its army attacked to Russian army along 

the Danube River. Austria was neutral however Russian troops in Wallachia and Moldavia were 

potential threat for Austrian province o f Transylvania. Russian naval forces destroyed the Turkish 

naval forces in Sinope , 1853. Therefore destruction of Turkish fleet made easier possibility of 

Russian invasion on Anatolia. Under threat o f sudden collapse of Ottomans was alarmed Britain and 

France. They gave ultimatum to Russia and demanded withdrawal of Russian army from Danubian 

principalities. Austria suprisingly supported that ultimatum to Russia in 1854.
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* Russia should give up its superior position on Wallachia and Moldavia.

* Russia had to abandon the policy o f interfering Ottoman internal politics the 

using its title of protector o f Orthodox Christianity.

* Straits convention of 1841 had to be revised.

* All nations should enjoy to access to the River Danube.

Tsar Nikolas 1st rejected to approve those requests therefore allied troops of 

France, England, Victor Emmanuel 2nd from Sardinia and Ottomans declared war against Russia to 

stop threat of potential Russian domination towards Mediterranean Sea and more essentially to 

abolish the possibility of sudden collapse of Ottomans which would result the Russian control over 

straits with the most important trade routes for West European powers.

French and British naval fleets which were already on Dardanelles strait came to 

Constantinapol and unified with Turkish fleet. Allied troops arrived to Crimean Peninsula and 

besieged Sevastopol.

Greek Revolts in Epirus 

'In 1854 Orthodox Greek people from Epirus in Ottoman Turkish province who 

started to revolt against Ottomans therefore Montenegro region joined them who were supported by 

Austria.'30 Rebels didn't able to get support from west nor Russia. Sadrazam Resid Pasha forced 

rebels to move to Greece. Disappointed Greek people attacked Europeans. French and British 

diplomats informed King Otto. France and Britain sent their troops to Pirazus harbour nearby 

Tessaloniki, to secure the conditions in Greece. Karl Marx commented on nationalist movements as 

last attempts to preserve the feodalism and labour exploitation. According to him problem between 

Greece and Ottomans is the Megali Idea which was insane. Engels was also supported Ottomans as 

a centre of international trade, source of art and Greek people as its bourgiousie who were living in 

cities, and that is why it was a good decision to support Ottoman national unity against Russian 

threat.

Allied Ottoman, Sardinia , French, and British forces captured Sevastopol where 

all Russian Black Sea fleet lied in 1855. Russian forces defeated, Wallachia, and Moldavia were 

abandoned. Austria took control of Danubian principalities as protector.

30 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanh Devleti, p-72
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Western powers but especially France and Britain looked to how to preserve 

Ottomans after no longer under Russian threat. They realized that 'former millet system was created 

disintegrated Muslim, Christian, and Jewish communities within the Ottomans. '31 Unification of 

society was needed reorganizations urgently on Balkans and those reform were asked to Ottomans 

by western powers as a condition for peace treaty with Russia.

Impact o f Islahat Fermam 

It was drafted by France and Britain to guarantee rights of the Christian 

societies on Ottoman territories. I believe that for European powers Tanzimat was only brief 

document which was prepared by Ottoman bureaucracy to give more cultural rights to its subjects, 

especially to the Christian people more over Tanzimat reforms had far reaching effects. On the 

other hand it was just a brief and unclear document which resulted non satisfaction on both 

Christian and Muslim communities through Christians seemed to be privileged in society in the 

eyes of Muslim community. French and British bureaucrats prepared Islahat ( Reform) as an open 

document which gives Christians on Balkans economical,social, and political rights.' Foundation of 

western financed Banks, building and repairing churches and non Muslims were allowed to be 

governors and soldiers.'32 I think Ottoman economy and politics became fully dependent on balance 

of power on Europe as a result of false reformation. Due to Ottoman treasury asked for help from 

England. Given credits and trade / commercial activities were allowed to be controlled by newly 

founded Ottoman Bank by French investors.

'Opening Ottomans to Europe economically, socially, and politically were the 

main Islahat concern to convert old state autocracy into modem state scheme was far away from 

success'33' Given rights to Christian subjects o f empire under guarantee o f Sultan was resulted 

hatred in Muslim nations as Bosnia and Herzegovina and Albania '34 due to their priority seemed to 

be declined in their region which was a result of Muslim landowners might lose their control on 

their land.

31 ilber Ortayli,lmparatorlugun en Uzun Yuzyili.p-
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'France and Britain concentrated on Orthodox Christian rights within Ottomans as a 

result of Russian policy to intervene Ottoman internal affairs about Orthodox nations. Introduction 

of large amount of freedoms and reformation could stop the Russian intervention 

and defeat on Crimean war would abolish the whole Russian military threat over Ottoman Turkey 

then it would survive and serve for the needs of B ritain,35 especially as a result of its territories on 

the way of India and also some authors believe that Western allies wanted to limit or balance the 

power of Orthodox church on Europe against Catholicism due to Moscow became a 3rd major 

church of the Europe after Rome,and Istanbul.
i / :

'Islahat was declared on 28.2.1856 in Istanbul' however Greek people were 

disappointed to share same rights with Jews and Catholics. Having same rights as other beliefs have 

seen like Orthodox belief lost its special place in Ottomans. Therefore , In that sense Muslim 

communities which have revolted against Ottoman rule as Bosnian, Albanians, and orthodox 

Greeks were disappointed from Islahat as Tanzimat before.

'There were peasant revolts in 1841 in Nisch and 1850 Vidin according to rights
”2  *1 #

given in Tanzimat Christian peasants revolted against Muslim land owners ' that notion o f revolts 

were able to change into national uprisings easily. Serbian principality supported those uprisings all 

the time according to unification of South Slavs. Both Tanzimat and Islahat were failed to maintain 

the needs of Christian peasants who worked for Muslim Landlords.

Paris Treaty 1856

After Ottomans declared Islahat to satisfy the requests o f its allies to stabilize 

the conditions on Balkans. Because I think that declaration of more freedom was the only legal 

ground to sign a peace treaty with Russia therefore allied powers o f France and Britain wanted to 

abolish Russian power from Balkans and Black Sea region to create a space for Ottomans. 

Reformation of Ottomans already started and Paris treaty was signed between allies and Russia.

35 Mithad Aydin, Balkanlarda Isyan,p-43-44
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Ottomans didn't presented in Congress o f Vienna in 1815 therefore Ottoman Turkey joined the
10

European powers community so called ' concert o f Europe ' how ever' Ottomans wasn't equal to
TQ #

Great Powers ' whose actually dominated Ottoman's decisions. Four points o f earlier demands 

from Russia were extended, as privileges of Russia over Danubian principalities were transferred to 

Great Powers, warships o f all nations were excluded from Black Sea Region therefore Tsar 

Alexander 2nd and Ottoman Sultan agreed to not to establish fleet on Black Sea. Finally unity of 

Ottomans was guaranteed by great powers and Russia had to abandon the policy of protector of 

orthodox people in Ottoman lands. River Danube was opened to all nations. Wallachia and 

Moldavia enjoyed greater autonomy after Paris Treaty.

Future of Danubian principalities was emerged as an issue as a result o f different 

ideas about unification those principalities. France supported unification as emergence o f new 

nation which can be powerful against Russia that idea was supported by Prussia and Sardinian 

kingdom. On other other hand, Ottomans and Britain were against unification which would make 

easier for Russia to occupy unified Danubian Principalities. Austria supported to keep existing 

situation. Only visible affect was the formation of pro Romania without Russian hegemony in Paris 

peace Treaty. Dobrutscha was returned to Ottoman's Moldavia region with South Moldavia. As a 

result of Crimean war Romania was able to appear on Balkan political map as a final result.

In 1857 French idea of unification was accepted on ground o f minimal and formal

union in Istanbul.

In 1858 There was a tension on western Balkan, Montenegro region wanted its 

autonomy. Ottomans had never really controlled the Montenegro region. Slavic Orthodox people of 

region was influenced by Russia through Pan Slavism.

After Crimean war Russia forced to its Muslim subjects from northern Black Sea 

and Caucasus to immigrate Ottoman lands, also Russian Jews forced to immigrate emerging 

Romania and Habsburg territories. Number o f immigrants reached the half million in a short time 

therefore Ottomans sent them to Balkans mostly. Those immigrants had a significant impact on

38 Methew Smith Anderson, Eastern Question, p-163
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social life on Balkans. Immigrants didn't have a territories therefore they started attacking Christian 

villages and Ottomans forces were far way from to control conditions moreover disorder caused 

growing tension among the rural areas.

In 1862, Ottomans declared special governmental and institutional documents for 

Armenians, Greeks, and Jews to manage internal affairs with its citizens according to their 

nationality. Moreover Ottoman bureaucracy created a new provincial system according to Islahat 

declaration. This system was imposed on Nisch, Vidin, Silitra, and Danube region as Sofia centre ( 

Tuna Velayeti Celilesi) and Mithad Pasha appointed as a head of region.

Implication of New millet system became successful in a short time, in 1864. This 

new system was also called Millet system however this time Millets were defined according to 

national basis unlike the religious system in old Millet system. Creation o f new Millets with new 

federal governmental bodies on Balkans were implication o f more modem public and social 

administrative systems in Ottomans

In 1865 Sanjak of Bosnia and Herzegovina was turned into new Bosnia and 

Herzegovina as province.

Russia didn't support this new system which was created according to Islahat 

declaration and asked for abolishment o f this system because o f success of new system would result 

the support for Ottomans on Balkans.

During 1866-71 period had many external political changes which had huge impacts 

on Balkan political map.

Austrian Prussian war was the one of the external even which had a big influence 

Balkan region. Unification of German cities, principalities, and bishropics had been a big question 

for European politics. Habsburgs accepted as the ruler o f all German speaking lands due to their 

Holly Roman Empire comiections. In 18th century Prussia was becoming the most powerful 

Germanic Principality. After Napoleonic wars Austria established the Holly Roman Empire again as 

loose confederation . German nationalism and Romantism were appeared as a reaction against 

French nationalism of Napoleon.



Prussian ideas about unification can be explained by expansionist nature.

Customs union among German States which excluded Austria. Trade union was successfully unified 

German states not only economically but also culturally through developing new ties among 

divided German cities and principalities. Before trade union Smaller German cities were isolated 

from each other due to religious differences after Holly Roman Empire was collapsed.

' The most dynamic part o f European history was created by Cremean war and 

isolated condition o f Austrian Empire due to its support for allied forces against Russia was created 

relatively weakness. Success o f Biscmark and Cavour was about to appear.'40 After those events, 

French Kingdom became more passive on European issues as Great Britain didn't interrupted 

continental European problems due to appearance of Prussia.

Power o f Austria was declined significantly and Austria had force its governance 

by establishment of Hungarian Kingdom which is called Austria Hungarian compromise of 1867( 

Ausgleich ) however Austrian Emperor Francis Joseph I crowned as Hungarian King. Austro 

Hungary is called generally dual monarchy because o f its 2 separate political systems, parliaments 

within one empire.

(Object 13 Political Map o f Austria-Hungary)

Sudden decline in Austrian political power was resulted the creation o f new 

threats against dual monarchy. Italy and Pan Slavism were exchanged the traditional threat of Turks.

Rising Pan Slavist movement took attention from Russia and it became a biggest supporter. Russia 

had supported Pan Orthodox ideas against Ottomans until Paris Peace treaty in 1856. Therefore Pan 

Slavism could be a tool against both Ottomans and Austria Hungarian dual monarchy. Russia would 

also restore its prestige on Balkans which had declined due to defeat on Crimean war but it became 

more and more active on Balkan politics after changes on power o f European powers.

In 1867, second Slav Conference was gathered in Moscow. Russia tried to 

impose Russian and Orthodox beliefs as the unification codes for Slavic nations, however those 

suggestions were rejected. Most common language among the Slavic nations was German for 

centuries as a result o f Habsburg Empire had Polish, Czech, Slovak, Sloven, Croat, Serbian and

40 Methew Smith Anderson, Eastern Question, p-162



Ruthenian people within and its official language was German as Vienna was the political centre. 

After foundation o f dual monarchy, Hungarian lands experienced rapid industrialization and 

economic development however social status of Slavs was declined as a result o f Hungarian 

domination then Germanic hegemony. Under influence of Pan Slavism, Slavic nations started to 

seek for unification as Serbians from Banat, Vojvodina, and Bosnia-Herzegovina with Serbian 

Autonomous region. Romanians in Transylvania wanted to join new Romanian Principality. Crown 

lands of Croatia and Dalmatian Coast seemed to be quiet as a result of their special status and better 

living conditions.

Serbians recognized as threat for Austria Hungarian monarchy as a result of 

it slowly became a centre of Pan Slavism under political influence of Russia therefore Austria 

Hungary tried to replace Serbian Domination with Croatian by supporting Croatian national 

movement, although Slavic people of Bosnia-Herzegovina was still under Ottoman ru le .' Austria 

was followed a positive policy towards Ottoman's territorial unity to demolish possibility o f Balkan 

political crises due to Ottoman territorial losses.'41 Greek politics was changed as a result of 

receiving no support from Russia during Epirus revolt against Ottoman rule. Greece became an ally 

of Great Britain after 1864.1 believe this shift resulted the significant military power loss for Russia 

due to Greece and its harbours in the region would serve no longer for Russian naval forces.

Idea of unifying all Greek people in the Big Greek kingdom on historical 

Greek lands ( Megali Idea ) has been attracted Greek people on Crete Island. In 1866, 40% of 

population was Turkish on Crete Island. Small Greek Kingdom supported idea of unification ( 

Enosis ) with Crete Island because Greek Kingdom would control the rich Crete Island to 

strengthen its power over Mediterranean sea. ' Greek national uprising started on Crete Island and 

supressed by Ottomans quickly with use o f high military force on civilians ,42 at the same year 

however Ottoman army wouldn't able to control the situation in Crete and national uprising gained 

support on western media. Moreover under those conditions Ottoman Ali Pasha personally came to 

Crete to announce the reform program. It was the only to calm down the nationalist demands of 

Greek Crete people in 1868. Crete became a federal part of Ottomans with great internal freedoms

41 Matthew Smith Anderson, Eastern Question, p-186
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as a result of massive Greek population on the Island. Crete island was far away solution but 

problem was lost its importance with the 'foundation o f Bulgar auto cephal Churh in Istanbul had 

great impact on Greek politic priorities due to Bulgarian expansionist ideas over Macedonia.'43 

Patriarch of Constantinapol was strictly against for Bulgarian National church and secular political 

implications o f Islahat Reformation found a support from Ecumenicus Patriarchy.

'Fuad and Ali Pashas warned Sultan Abdulaziz about the situation o f Ottomans. 

According to their ideas Ottomans had to be allied with Britain, France, and Russia to be able 

survive until reforms had to be done.'44 Relations with Britain was the most important point of 

Ottomans, and any kind of immigrants shouldn't be accepted to Ottoman lands to keep unity.

In 1869 Ottomans declared that everyone who lives on Ottoman lands were accepted 

as Ottoman citizens. It was aimed to abolish some illegal trade with using title o f western 

citizenships within the Ottomans to be able to collect import taxes. 'Ottoman reformation meant that 

national benefits had to be promoted by integrated people who were already in Ottoman system.45' 

therefore new Ottoman citizenship law in 1869 was connected property ownership to citizenship 

which totally abolished traditional property rules about religion which rooted to old millet system.

Opening o f Suez Canal was changed western politics over Eastern Question 

completely. It was most significant change even I am convinced that Suez Canal has changed the 

fate of Ottoman Empire. When it is opened in 1869, Egypt became the most important region on 

Ottoman lands. Importance o f Straits and Black Sea were declined on British foreign politics which 

switched to take control o f Cyprus, Malta, and Egypt to protect its interests on India, which resulted 

the policy change on protection of Ottoman unity against Russian expansion.

'Building o f Roumeli railway system was started '46 to develop commerce and influence 

of central power in Istanbul on Balkans. It was planned to build all over Greek populated provinces 

as Thrace, Epirus, and Macedonia to Dalmatian Coast moreover connection to Austrian railways 

was the aim to get a more commercial activity.

43 Osman Karatay , Balkanlar El Kitabi Cilt 1, p509-511
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There were chain of external foreign political changes which had also hug 

impact over Balkan nations and politics was happened on Western Europe. Prussia defeated France 

in 1870, battle of Sedan. Prussian King Fredrick 3rd crowned as German Emperor in Paris in 1871. 

Foundation of German Empire was ended the period o f balance o f power on European politics 

which was created in congress o f Vienna, 1815. New German Empire had good relations with 

Britain and Russia. Situation of Austria became even more complex due to its losses to Germany as 

Saxony and South Germany ( Bavary ) and its politically isolated situation. Austria Hungarian dual 

monarchy faced with the reality o f existence of united Danubian Principalities and Serbian 

Principality which created serious questions about Habsburg territories which had a not only 

national but also cultural connections as Serbian Banat Vojvodina and Transylvania Romanian 

people. Austria tried to smoother questions o f nationalism by maintaining good relations with 

Serbia and unified Danubian Principalities and extend its influence on them through economic 

relations and alliances. Danubian principalities had feared Russian expansion therefore its was 

allied with Austria.

Russian interests on Balkans and British foreign policy were shown th a t ' 

emergence of possible Balkan Federation couldn't be possible among the Balkan nations' 

disintegrated nature was the main source of Ottoman rule on Balkans.'47

Development of New Political Ideologies and Their Impact on Balkans 

Ottomans vs Romantism

German Romantic ideology was opened the new way of political thinking from 

Darwinism and Hegel which is called Social Darwinism. It was actually rejecting the ideas of 

European Enlightment and French Revolution as nationalism, peace, undeniable human rights for 

all and freedom. They believe that the most important element on political belief was power and 

ultimate power had to be supported by others.

'Haeckel's book gained a large popularity which explains the submissive nations 

behalf superior ones.'48 He believes that modernization attempts for submissive or primitive nations 

can't be worked and also they had to keep under limited numbers to prevent future domination over 

superior nations.
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Ottomans vs Social Darwinism

After Darwin published his book 'Descent o f Man' in 1871 and he explained his 

belief about evolution o f mankind, then every ideology found its way from Darwinism. Positivism 

became more familiar to Social Darwinism when it was accepted that social sciences can be 

positive science by observations. After all debates some ideas concentrated on to purify the absence 

of human genes by selection. Eugenism was defended the idea of abolishment of welfare schemes 

to create genetically better people by survival. Genetics were important than any other welfare and 

education processes. Therefore its application on politics were suggested to support for the powerful 

one and destruction of weaker one. Such political beliefs were actually allowed the western powers 

to intervene the internal problems of Austria Hungary and especially to Ottomans.

I believe that after development o f variety o f political thoughts European 

politicians put their intention on Balkan nations who ruled by other nations especially the Ottoman 

way of solving national uprisings by using intensive military force. Liberal ideology was 

demonstrated the Ottoman aristocracy as a reason of underdeveloped social life on 

Balkan,especially in Great Britain. Orthodox people of Ottomans would be accepted as not real 

Christians however culturally they were closer than Islam for Western societies. British politics 

dismissed its problems on Ireland about potato famine and Boxer revolt then concentrated on 

Balkans. This political choice had shown once more that Ottomans weren't evaluated equal power 

on west.

Even Feminist movement was interested in Ottoman Harem life and new Ottoman 

thinkers tried to explain the on going reform affords in Ottoman lands. Therefore ' Ottomans were 

saved by Crimean war however unlike Russia, Ottomans didn't reform state structure for 

modernization '49 also non organized reforms were created national awakenings on Balkans.

On Balkans Slavic nations both under Ottoman and Hungarian Kingdom had 

influenced from Pan Slavism and Russian support make it continious and more intensive all over 

the region. Against Pan Slavism threat 'Austria seeked cooperation with German Empire against 

Russian threat and Ottomans had to reform themselves under protection of western Powers.'50 

which became harder to maintain from Britain due to changes on political interests after Suez Canal 

and French defeat by Prussia and its massive losses.
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Bulgarian National Awakening 

Bulgaria was divided into 3 different regions under Ottoman rule which was 

coming from traditional borders of 3 Bulgarian principalities during medieval times. Moreover 

Bulgarians wanted to have their own Bulgarian national Church separated from Istanbul Patriarchy 

as Independent Greece had its own Orthodox Church since 1829 by support from Russian empire.

'Tension between Greek Church and Patriarchy was seemed to be advantage for 

Ottomans. Ali Pasha allowed the foundation of independent autocephal Bulgarian Church in 

Istanbul.'51 relations between this Church and Ottomans were nearly same as Patriarchy. Ottomans 

believed that foundation o f independent Bulgarian church in 1870 would limit the Russian influence 

and division among Orthodox Church could be weaken its power. However Bulgarian nationalists 

seek to have their own church as the beginning to have their nation state as Great Powers did 300 

years ago. I believe that Bulgarian national movement was disadvantaged then Greeks and Serbian 

maybe as a result of its geography which is close to heart of Ottomans or more Turkish populated 

than other parts o f Balkan peninsula.

'National movement toward nation state ran by committees in Bulgaria.' They 

based on churches among Bulgaria and their logistic support came from Serbian autonomous 

region. Serbian Prince Milan wasn't a good governor and his administration wanted to unify all 

south Slavs under Serbian rule. He searched for alliance with Montenegro in case of war against 

Ottomans.

Ottomans barrowed first international debt during 1856, Crimean war to 

sustain the needs o f modem army. Sultan Abdulaziz wanted to reform army with new military 

equipments which forced Ottoman treasury to barrow new debts before old ones paid. 'In 1873 huge 

drought was caused famine on Balkans.'53 Agriculture based Ottoman economy was about to 

collapse. Treasury asked for new and higher taxes and duties about international debts were failed 

to repay that caused decline image of Ottomans on west.

Tension was risen in Danubian province ( Bulgaria) as a result o f high taxation 

and unacceptable behaviours of Muslim land owners.
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Austria-Hungary wanted to stabilize its position on Balkan against Russian 

political influence as Pan Slavism movement by Austrian Emperor Francis Joseph's visit to 

Dalmatian Province and governor Baron Rodlich played important role in Herzegovina. Dalmatian 

Slavs also supported Slavs on Herzegovina.

Conditions in Ottomans as famine, hatred towards Muslim landowners and higher 

taxes as a result o f high external debt were resulted the revolt in Herzegovina. Nevesinje was 

located South east o f Mostar where revolt actually started, and revolt easily turned into national 

uprising due to its reasons therefore Loukavach, Sovidol, Belgrade were captured. Rebels gained 

support from locals easily due to its Christian figures. Ottomans refused to use power on revolt to 

be able keep good relations with Austria Hungary, however rebels tried to abolish those friendship 

by putting Austrian flags where they captured. Eventually number o f Montenegro people was risen 

in Herzegovina. Governor o f Herzegovina Dervish Pasha thought it was temporal movement and 

meanwhile number o f soldiers was enough in the region.

Ottoman governor failed to stop that revolt as a result of limited governmental 

and military power, and demands o f rebels were rejected by Istanbul. Centre believed that problem 

can be solved by discussion however after several weeks revolt was extended to all province.' 

Austria Hungary was supported Ottoman unity on Balkans due to developing railway system, which 

was encouraged and built by German investors.'54 I believe that Austria Hungary saw the reality of 

collapsing Ottoman unity could create a spill over effect on Balkan territories.

Russia wanted to cause a war with Ottomans as a result o f growing 'Pan 

Slavist movement on Balkans which could open the way o f Slav unification and control over 

Straits.'55 Pan Slavism was accepted as inevitable way for liquidation o f multinational Empires on 

Balkans under Russian political hegemony.

Ottomans failed to revolt in Herzegovina therefore some local Bulgarian 

national uprisings were started. 'Abdulaziz and his administration admired the Russian autocracy 

which resulted hatred towards him in bureaucracy, military and ulema * class as turmoil in the

54 Mithat Aydin, Balkanlarda isyan, p-59
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Balkan provinces continued . Sultan was over throned by naval force to Sultan V Murad ( Resad 

)promised to declare parliamentary monarchy which would integrate the minorities to Istanbul and 

appease the on going national uprisings. He declared freedom for all prisoners nation wide in 1876.

'Bulgarian nationalists were encouraged under belief o f Ottomans wouldn't stop 

national uprisings easily in Herzegovina.'56 National uprisings started on mountainous villages 

against Muslim communities. Caucasian Muslims who immigrated to Ottoman lands after 

foundation of Romania by Russian force after 1856. Those people had hatred towards Orthodox 

people. 'Ottoman armies were sent to Herzegovina and local governors in Danubian province 

established informal security forces against national uprising.'57 I want to point out that those 

Caucasus oriented informal Ottoman forces used intensive military force against Bulgarian 

civilians, which created a reaction on European powers as Bulgarian nation had to be secured. 

Bulgarian national movement found finally enough supporters via internationalization of 

governmental problems.

During Bulgarian conflict was going on, 'In Tessaloniki, French and British 

consulates killed by Turks '58 as a result o f marriage between Serbian woman with Turkish man 

however she kidnapped back to Bulgaria.'France and Britain sent their fleet to Tessaloniki Pire 

harbour ,59 Ottoman governor had to punish responsible people, some o f them sent to Rhodes 

Island. On the hand protests stated In Istanbul defending Muslims in Tessaloniki.

Russia used those two examples to prove that Muslims and Christians cannot 

live together in peace. Tessaloniki was a special case where Jewish people, Muslims, and Orthodox 

people have been living together. Actually Russia dismissed the reality of anti-Semitic movements 

in were stronger than anti Islamic beliefs in Tessaloniki among the Orthodox Christian community.

'Situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina was different than other provinces '60 on 

Balkans. There were Catholic Croats, Muslim Bosnians, Orthodox Serbians and Turkish
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minority at that time who were living together. Therefore Serbians, Croatians, and Bosnian are all 

Slavic nations however religion was the division among those nationalities. Pan Slavism became 

driving force especially after Crimean war which imposed by Russia and Austria Hungarian 

interests on Bosnia-Herzegovina was provided logistic help for national uprisings in the region.

National uprising in Herzegovina became an international issue as a result of 

Austrian interests over Bosnia Herzegovina. Austria, Russia, and German gathered in Vienna to find 

a solution for national uprisings in Ottoman territory. During discussions Austria-Hungary saw that 

Russia actually didn't care about Austrian needs. Russia wanted to liberalize all South Slavic nations 

to extend its political influence over Balkans. Troika want to solve that problem as soon as possible 

without any other intervention possibly from Britain. 1 believe that they couldn't able to analyse the 

significant political changes towards the existence of Ottoman empire.

Germany had no interests on Balkan peninsula then it was changed its position 

to mediate between Russia and Austria. 'German attitude was aimed to keep status quo on Balkans 

rather than revolutionary changes.'61

Austria and Russia agreed that in case o f Russo-Ottoman war 'Austria was 

allowed to occupy Bosnia-Herzegovina for neutrality.' Austria wanted to protect Ottoman 

territorial unity however in fear of isolation Francis Joseph I accepted Russian offer in 1876.

By the 1876 Ottoman existence on Balkan political map became an only time of 

matter due to national and religious interests o f Balkan nations with territorial interests of Russia 

and Austria Hungary. It is obvious that Tanzimat notion o f being Ottoman citizen or religious 

equality among different groups weren't enough to sustain the rapidly changing needs o f the 

Ottoman society with its multinational body. Old and collapsing empire was called sick man of 

Europe over century which wasn't imply good future for its citizens.

'Ottomans seemed to be not gain British political support as a result of Ottoman 

disability to repay its international debts '63 which created a negative feeling towards Ottomans. 

Social Darwinism was also played important role towards weaker nations. Massive deaths in China
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and India were accepted as natural selection and coverage was limited in compare with Bulgarian 

losses during national uprising which was also provoke by Russian diplomats.

After bureaucrats and Ulema realized that V Murad was mentally sick, Abdulhamid 

became a Sultan by promising declaration o f constitutional monarchy in 1876 during disorder was 

continuing on Balkans. Serbian and Montenegro soldiers attacked to Ottoman territories to be able 

to help Bulgarians. Ottoman army wasn't successful on borderline with Montenegro however 

Serbian army was stopped. Russia demanded autonomy for Bosnia-Herzegovina and Bulgaria to 

stop nation uprisings meanwhile Russia rejected the terms of Paris treaty which was limited Russian 

intervention on Balkans by demilitarized Black Sea and guarantee for Ottoman territorial integrity.

Russia claimed that Paris treaty was out of date due to emergence o f German 

empire and abolishment o f balance o f power on Europe. As long as Paris Treaty was effective, 

Russia couldn't intervene the internal problems of Ottomans. Political changes on Europe were 

needed changes also on Balkans according to Russian claims.

'Russia wanted to approve that Paris treaty was out of date to Britain. Russia 

warned Austria would occupy Bosnia-Herzegovina and Russia would send its army to Bulgaria only 

British fleet in Istanbul would stop the situation on Balkans. Britain denied those demands and 

wanted to evaluate demands of Russia in international conference.'

I think that 1 have to evaluate the differences between Ottomans and Russians 

during 1856-78 period , Russia tried to reform itself to solve its problems resulted by low economic 

development, multinational structure, loose control due to territorial difficulties, on the other hand 

Ottomans couldn't able to transform itself to modem state with fully functioning structures as a 

result o f no economic development from hand production to mass production moreover Ottoman 

Sultans seemed to reform mostly military level with dismissing the reality of under development of 

Ottoman economic and bureaucratic development as a constant failure. Tanzimat and Islahat 

reformation attempts were far from reaching the success therefore underdevelopment o f Ottoman 

governmental bodies as a result o f scarcity o f modernized society and economic life.

Reforms were demanded by western powers for minorities which created a hatred 

between Muslim and Christian societies under influence of growing nationalism. Pan Slavism



became more important through Russian support which had been provided by Russian Embassies 

among all Slavic nations of Balkans. Reforms were consisted on more presentation o f local 

Christian people in local governmental bodies which were developing since Tanzimat to increase 

local governance which coordinated from centre.

Modernization and development of state investments was done to sustain 

modem army first then it had to be extended as a result of more and more needs o f armed forces. 

Small industries, bureaucratic offices, modem communication methods, and rail road developments 

were adopted from west during this period on the Ottoman side.

Austria became a dual monarchy after German defeat which a huge impact on 

Balkan politics, as Hungary didn't care about providing national minority rights and Austria 

supported Serbians through Dalmatian Province against Ottomans. Austria has kept its dominant 

role on Balkan politics and liberated Serbia and Romania from Ottomans with its close ally Russia. 

Moreover their alliance was dissolved due to Austrian neutrality during Crimean war and Pan 

Slavism was the final point o f traditional Russian Austrian alliance.

Eastern Question kept its prior position on industrializing Europe about the life 

span about Ottomans on west. Britain was remained as the biggest protector of Ottomans according 

to her interests on the way of India as the Suez Canal was in Ottoman territory however it wasn't 

really care about Ottoman territorial integrity as it used to be.

Therefore Britain, France, Italy, Germany, Russia, and Austria-Hungary gathered 

to discuss the demands of Russia about Balkan nations in 11.12.1876. Bulgarian national uprising 

was caused dramatic changes in British foreign politics which opened the new era on Balkan 

region.

'Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd and his political head Mithad Pasha thought that 

declaration of constitutional monarchy with foundation o f Ottoman parliament would stop the 

national uprisings and integrate Balkan nations to Ottomans.'64 Solutions could be found within the 

Ottoman parliament however 6 Great European powers demanded their own reforms from 

Ottomans as ,Reforms had to be done in Bosnia-Herzegovina, removal of Ottoman soldiers from 

cities to central campaigns and Christian governors were needed for those provinces.
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'British diplomat Land Salisbury adviced that Ottoman side had to sacrifice 

something, some rights people on Bosnia-Herzegovina and Bulgaria to prevent possible war ,65 

moreover total defeat by Russia.

I think Tsar Alexander 2nd also wanted to prevent war with Ottomans however 

' Pan Slavism became the peak point in Russia and masses supported war to take Slavic nations 

from Ottomans 106 which made war inevitable for Russia and Tsar.

During Tersane conference in Istanbul, Lord Salisbury warned Sultan 

Abdulhamid 2nd about possible Russian threat against Ottomans.'In case o f war, Russian army 

would invade Romania and Eastern Anatolia moreover if Russian army would be able to cross 

Danube River, Austria could occupy the Bosnia-Herzegovina therefore Italy can invade the 

Dalmatian coast even Iran can became a threat for Ottomans.'67 Britian wouldn't help to Ottomans 

due to affection of Bulgarian national uprising. France seemed to be neutral because it wasn't able 

to recover its losses during France-Prussian Sedan war in 1871.

Finally Lord Salisbury remembered the losses o f countries which were against 

local autonomies as Britain and its former colonies on north America, Danish Schleswig Holstein to 

Germany, and Austrian losses on north Italy to Italian Kingdom. Moreover Austria had to reform 

itself into dual monarchy to keep its existence and local autonomies were the most important 

element for continental multi national empires. Hungarians protested Austria due to positive 

attitudes towards Slavic nations as a result of Hungarian government had already under pressure of 

Pan Slavist demands within its territories.

'Ottomans rejected the offers of European powers then conference was ended 

therefore Serbia signed a peace treaty with Ottomans in 1877 ,68 with accepting autonomous 

position of Serbian principality, however disorder was going in Bosnia-Herzegovina and hostalities 

in Crete Island and Bulgaria.
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Great powers of Europe came together in London for conference. 'London 

agreement which was offered better conditions for Ottomans as 2 small part from Herzegovina 

should be given to Montenegro for orthodox people as Montenegro remained under Ottoman rule.'69 

Bulgaria and Bosnia Herzegovina had to be reformed. Russia and Ottomans should limit the 

number o f soldiers on Danubian province and along the Romanian border.

Tsar Alexander 2nd didn't want to declare war therefore if Ottomans accepted 

London Protocole , Russia and European powers were guaranteed the Ottoman territorial integrity. 

However , Pan Slavism reached a peak point in Russia which wanted to go war with Ottomans to 

establish Slavic Nation states on Balkans. Moreover in Ottomans there were supports of war with 

Russia who denied the reality of no possible support from Britain.

Russian army was more advanced then Ottoman army after Tsar rejected 

Paris treaty, Russia was built a fleet on Black Sea again. Turkish financial condition wasn't strong 

enough to deal with possible war conditions nor defeat.

'Ottomans rejected the conditions o f London protocole due to territorial losses 

to Montenegro. Tsar Alexander 2nd accepted only Nikshik area '70for Montenegro as a result of 

strong Pan Slavist pressure in Russia which was threat for his authority in case any territories 

privileges couldn't be taken from Ottomans.

Ottomans rejected once again the last request o f Tsar still believe in Britain 

would help them against Russia. However Ottoman bureaucracy wasn't able evaluate the political 

conditions of Europe. Balance of power system was collapsed after French defeat on Germany 

which appeared as a supreme European continental power. Germany maintained a good relations 

with Russia, and Austria-Hungary. German ( Bischmark ) foreign policy was allowed Russia and 

Austria to share Ottoman Lands as long as they agreed. British foreign policy about eastern 

question has been changing after Suez Canal opened which resulted shift on British interests from 

Straits and Black Sea from Malta, Cyprus, and Egypt. I believe that Abdulhamid 2nd was personally 

responsible for this failure since he was able to control Ottoman political elites. He knew that 

possible war with Russia was the only way to get rid of Parliamentary Monarchy.
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European powers were under influence o f Romantism and Social Darwinism 

which created negative image of Ottomans on British society made conditions worse by limiting 

power of British prime minister over Ottoman internal issues.

Austria-Hungary was also under threat o f Pan Slavism however its interests 

over Bosnia-Herzegovina was pushed them for coexistence with Russia. Dalmatian Slavs 

provacated Bosnian Slavs against Ottomans and providing logistic help for national uprising.

Britain and France haven't believed that Ottoman parliament could function properly ( Meclis-i 

Mebusan ) as a result o f under development o f Ottoman bureaucracy and bourgiousie to secure or 

demand social rights. Moreover Sultan rejected the London protocol according to Ottoman 

constitution which forbid the territorial losses asked by London protocol.

'Population of Ottomans at that time including autonomous provinces was 64 

million, Russia had 90million inhabitants.'71 and its army was commended by German soldiers. 

London was the biggest city on Earth as a centre o f big English colonial empire. 'Germany was the
• 72biggest continental power on Europe. China, USA, Italy and Spain were developing powers.'

After Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd rejected the last requests from Tsar Alexander 2nd 

, Ottoman army was alarmed on Balkans. It was obvious that possible war would be on the banks of 

River Danube on the other hand, 'Russia signed a treaty with Romania to be able to use Romanian 

railways during war for logistic purposes '73 with guarantee o f Romanian territorial integrity. 

Romanian army was strong and modem army. Serbia and Montenegro were also allied with Russia 

against Ottomans. Bulgarian nationalist forces and national uprising in Bosnia were not calculated. 

Ottoman soldiers were numerically higher however their fighting capacity was lower due to logistic 

difficulties on Balkans due to underdevelopment road infrastructure.

Ottoman army was mostly located nearby River Danube,Sarajevo, on Greek 

border and Crete Island.

I think that both Ottoman and Russian sides shared same difficulties as a result 

of large territories, and having problematic regions where armies had to stay permanently there, as a
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result of this both countries couldn't sent their armies on war. Moreover Russia had advantage 

because Romania, Serbia, and Montenegro were supported Russia because of possible 

independence from Ottomans. Serbian and Montenegro were both Slav and under pan slavism.

Greece was looking for possible territorial enlargement towards Tesally , Epirus 

provinces, however influence of pan Slavism was limited due to rising political hegemony of 

Britain on East Mediterranean region and Greece.

RussoTurkish War o f 1877-78 ( 93 H arbi)

Russia declared war on Ottomans. Russian soldiers attacked both on Balkans 

and Caucasus regions. Russian army conquered Matchin in Dobrutsha and crossed the River 

Danube. Different part of Russian army was reached Sistova, Silistra, and Plevna castles.

'Sudden defeat of Ottomans was carried the issue to western m edia ,74 

Journalists were informing their newspapers with telegram. After Russian army crossed the River 

Danube, defeat o f Ottomans was seemed to be inevitable for European powers.

Russian army captured Timova castle and reached the Balkan mountains, then 

took Shipka pass under control. Ottomans were in bad situation after quick losses.' Sultan 

Abdulhamid 2nd abolished the constitutional monarchy and parliament with using argument of
7Sunification of all powers on right hands.'

Turkish army had some success in siege o f Plevna castle however Russian 

army conquered that castle later on. Both Turks and Russians had extensive losses during that war. 

Romanian army was joined the war behalf Russians. After this point Russian armies captured 

Nisch, Sofia, Philibe, Zagra, then Adrianople ( Edime). Russia army marched to Istanbul and settled 

down Aya Stefanos near Istanbul, in early January 1878.

Sultan had to ask for peace treaty after huge defeat. Europe was celebrating 

Russian victory however European bureaucrats worried about sudden collapse of Ottomans in 

favour of Russian and establishment of its satellites on Balkans.
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Russia wanted to stop war and make a peace treaty with Ottomans before 

Great powers intervene the subject. Russia wanted to take advantage of being alone. 'Greece 

declare war on Ottomans in 1.2.1878'76

Peace treaty o f Aya Stefanos was signed in 3.3.1878. Russia was solved 

eastern question with Aya Stefanos treaty according to its needs on Balkans with creation o f satellite 

states. Moreover according to Aya Stefanos Treaty ' Great Bulgarian Kingdom was established 

including Macedonia, Thrace,Tessaloniki and Southern lands of Danube River.'77 It was claimed as 

autonomous region which was planned to be ruled by Russian officers for 2years. Bulgarian 

province was formed to serve Russian needs with access to Aegean Sea.

( Object 14 Political Map of Aya Stefano Treaty)

Romania and Serbian principalities became independent kingdoms with some 

territorial gainings as Romania got Dobrutscha and Serbia got Nisch, and North Macedonia. 

Bosnia-Herzegovina and central Macedonia were given to Ottomans by dictating greater reforms 

and Finally Greece was gained Thessaly region.

Ottomans also promised to provide more freedoms for Christians on Crete Island. 

After Aya Stefano treaty was signed, Great powers o f Europe were reacted against 

sudden enlargement o f Russian influence over Balkans and collapse o f Ottoman system. Especially 

Austria, former treaty o f 1876 was dismissed by Russians. Slavic superiority became dominant 

instead o f Turkish Germanic political influence on Balkans.

Sultan Abdulhamid tried to use those reactions against Aya Stefano treaty however 

it wasn't possible to do anything without British political help. Ottoman Sultan knew that how to 

attract to Britain with using changes o f British Imperial needs. 'Britain search to take control of 

Malta, Cyprus, and Egypt triangle to secure British interests in India, since Suez Canal was 

opened.'78 Ottomans offered to give control of Cyprus for defence for new peace treaty with Russia. 

Britain was promised to secure Ottoman territories in Berlin Congress.
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Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd was personally British admirer and under treat of sudden 

liquidation on Balkans, he played the right and very last offer to Britain. This sudden defeat and his 

personal hatred towards Parliamentary Monarchy would played an important role over his reign. I 

think as every reformation attempt in Ottomans what brought military then political disasters, 

declaration of Parliamentary Monarchy was brought the biggest disaster for Ottomans as it was the 

biggest attempt to re establish Ottoman political structures like European examples.

Berlin Congress

Berlin Congress was gathered to adjust Aya Stefano treaty under influence of 

Britain, Germany, France, Italy and Austria-Hungary with Russia and Ottomans. Bischmark was the 

head of Berlin Conference. German empire wanted to show its power about continental issues, and 

Germany was positive towards Russian empire. Berlin peace treaty was helped Ottomans to cover 

some of the losses on Balkans, however according to Berlin treaty 'Serbia,Montenegro, and 

Romania became free from Ottomans with territorial expansions as Serbia was gained Nisch 

province, Montenegro was gained Antivari castle ,79 and connected to Adriatic Sea however it 

wasn't allowed to have naval force. Romania was gained Dobrutscha however South Moldavia was 

returned to Russia which had taken after Crimean war.

'Berlin treaty was created 3 Orthodox independent countries on Balkan political 

map. Serbia and Montenegro were ethnic Serbian, Romania Latin, and Greece was Arian.

Romanian gaining was less than losses to Russia which was created disappointment for Russia and 

relations even worse. I believe importance of Berlin treaty is the creation of Orthodox states, which 

limited the Islamic notion of Ottomans and Catholicism of Austro Hungarians on Balkan peninsula.

Object 15 Political Map o f Berlin Treaty 

Aya Stefanos treaty was given the control o f Bosnia-Herzegovina to Ottoman 

Turkey, however as a result of strong Germanic tendencies during Berlin Congress, it was given the 

control to Austria-Hungary however it remained as Ottoman territory moreover there was no 

promise or given date when that region's administration will be returned to Ottomans. It had a 

significant effect on Russian Austrian relations as great hatred on Russian side due to Austria- 

Hungary would became a German Slavic Empire with Bosnia-Herzegovina Slavs.
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It is obvious th a t ' creation of Great Bulgarian kingdom was the only major
O A

failure between Aya Stefano to the Berlin Treaty.' According to Aya Stefano treaty Great 

Bulgarian kingdom was established between Danube to Aegean Sea including all Thrace,

Adrianople and Tessaloniki, South Macedonia as neighbour to Serbian Kingdom. Actually creation 

of Great Bulgarian kingdom was the most disturbing motive for Great Britain and Austria as a result 

of that state would serve as Russian satellite for Russian interests on Balkans and East 

Mediterranean Sea. Russian political influence through Bulgarian kingdom would cause collapse of 

multinational Austria-Hungary by providing the success o f pan Slavism to all Slavs within the 

Empire, On the other hand any Great power couldn't be acceptable for Great Britain for security of 

the way to India. It was obvious that Russian naval forces would be located on Bulgarian harbours 

on Aegean Sea.

Berlin treaty was adjusted the territories of Bulgarian principality. Bulgaria was 

established in between River Danube excluding Dobrutsche region which has given to Romania and 

Balkan mountains till Nisch province as autonomous region, Sofia was its centre. Southern Balkan 

province was established as second autonomous region due to number of Turks were higher than 

Bulgarians which was named Eastern Roumelia. This region was governed by Ottoman appointed 

Christian governor, and Philippolis was the centre of Eastern Roumelia. Creation o f 2 separated 

Bulgarian regions was the main handicap o f Berlin Treaty. I think , acceptance o f Bulgarian 

Kingdom as a single entity was only matter o f time.

Greece was declared war on Ottomans when Ottomans were already defeated 

by Russian army, although Greece was gained Thessaly from Ottomans.

Ottomans promised to reform Balkan territories according Berlin treaty. 

Germany and Italy didn't able to gain any territory however German political influence became 

visible over European political issues.

1877-78 Russo Turkish war had huge impacts over social, political and 

political map. This war is called big Balkan Crises due to it was changed all old settlements, 

alliances and geopolitic and social life on Balkans.
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Germany was provided its political power on Europe by hosting and creating 

German Slavic influence by providing support for Austria Hungary to gain control over 

Bosnia-Herzegovina. Idea of being ally was emerged and strengthened on Austrian side with 

German Empire after political support and territorial gaining on Balkans. Moreover It wasn't easy to 

establish their administration on Bosnia-Herzegovina for Habsburgs. Muslim Bosnians rejected 

Austrian governance therefore Bosnian Serbs keep the idea of unification with principality o f Serbia 

under Pan Slavism. Habsburgs couldn't able to make laws for Muslim Bosnians, Catholic Croatian 

and Orthodox Serbians. Habsburg policies had to be limited and concentrated on providing 

modernity, and economy was flourished, however national identity preserved its primary place on 

the region.

Romanian principality was helped Russian armies with the right o f usage of 

Romanian railways and Romanian army fought against Ottomans with Russian army, however 

Berlin treaty wasn't satisfied the Romanian people and seemed as a failure o f Russia which created 

hatred when, South Moldavia was returned to Russia. Montenegro and Serbian principalities were 

gained full sovereignity and connection to Adriatic Sea was taken Russian attention and later 

Russian support for Serbian enlargement. Britain was the key protector of Ottoman Turkey during 

Berlin Conference after it secured the way from Britain to India via Suez Canal through Cyprus in 

the middle of Mediterranean Sea. Actually British foreign politics through Ottomans was changed 

dramatically when Britain realized that protection of Ottomans was impossible against Russia 

therefore Ottomans wasn’t able to keep its unity against nationalist movements. Russia wasn't 

powerful enough as 50 years ago. However still powerful enough enough to keep Balkans under 

one unity. Weak Russian empire on Balkans and Ottoman lands can be served for British interests. 

Russia and Ottoman Turkey were the main centres in individual war however as a result of 

influence of Great powers during Berlin Conference was resulted disappointment, hatred and 

emergence o f new ideologies on those countries.

Political defeat of Russia in Berlin Congress was created huge 

disappointment in Russia. Many criticisms and protests were in Moscow against Tsar Alexander 2nd. 

His authority was questioned. Russian people believed that thousands of soldiers died for nothing as



a result of no significant benefits from Berlin Congress. Russian idea of Pan Slavism and 

unification of south Slavs under control of Russian empire was collapsed from that point Russia 

was concerned about Serbian unification and foundation of Great Serbia on Balkans which can have 

Access to Adriatic Sea under Russian political influence. Russia could be reached to warm seas by 

Serbian kingdom, if Serbia has a harbour on Adriatic sea. Relations with Austria-Hungary was 

never recovered due to Russia didn't keep its promise to Austria according to 1876, Austrian 

neutrality treaty which was granted Austria with Bosnia-Herzegovina. Britain became more friendly 

towards Russia as it was secured its trade routes. 1877-78 war was the last direct Russian 

intervention on Balkan peninsula to direct its policies.

Ottomans got harshly effected from 77-78 Russo Turkish war. It was created its 

legend on nationwide. Territorial losses and asimilization of new Balkan states was forced Turkish 

minorities to immigrate to Ottoman lands. Sudden high number o f immigrants to Ottoman lands 

were resulted deeper economic crises and higher external debts, however immigrants helped to 

create Muslim dominant Ottoman Turkey and Abdulhamid 2nd was created the ideology of 

Islamization with using his title of Halife as the head o f all Muslims around the world.

After Berlin Treaty Balkan lands of Ottoman Turkey was mostly populated by 

Muslim Turks and Albanians therefore Epirus, Macedonia were mostly Christian. Ottomans was 

promised to those provinces to upgrade living conditions for Christians according to Berlin Treaty.

Berlin treaty was given some of the Albanian lands to Montenegro, and Serbia 

which resulted hatred in Albanians for their neighbours and Ottoman Turkey. Albanians established 

Prizren committee to defend their rights on international level. Albanians were Muslim and mostly 

integrated nation to the Ottomans however they kept their national identity under Ottoman rule. 

Prizren committee was abolished in 1881 and Ottoman Sultan tried to appease Albanians by bribery 

, higher status ,and selecting his special guards from national Albanians. However initial limitation 

of rights of Albanian national identity on the other hand other nations would able to live their 

culture which was actually forced Albanian national awakening as a result of wrong policies of 

Ottoman Turkey.

In 1879 Germany concluded the terms of alliance with Austria-Hungary to



extend the influence of German sphere. New German Emperor Willheim was positive for coalition 

with Ottoman Turkey. Germany was able to unify itself and restore its empire after 62 years in 1871 

which resulted rapidly developing German economy however it wasn't able to find colonies for raw 

materials therefore major colonial powers were already established. I believe as a result o f limited 

possibility to gain new colonies without starting war German Empire used different concept over 

Ottoman Turkey which was still owned huge lands on Balkans and Middle east, and Ottoman 

economic development was controlled by foreign investors. Germany wanted to take advantage o f 

underdeveloped Ottoman economy, possible rich raw materials and railway constructions by 

friendly policies towards Ottoman Turkey. Austria-Hungary was its main trading partner and ally 

but also bridge to the Balkans. By the 1896 Anatolian railways were almost finished and German 

emperor had to decide about the Eastern Q uestion.' He decided to be protector o f Ottomans rather 

than to gain small piece from its territory. As a protector, Germany would able to control over all
O 1

middle east and world Muslims via Ottoman Sultan.'

Romania declared itself as Kingdom on united principalities o f Danube on

1881. Prince Carol crowned as Romanian King.

Ottoman parliamentary Monarchy had ended during 1877-78 war and 

Ottoman constitution was abolished. Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd established his autocracy and absolute 

monarchy from 1878. He didn't start the reforms which have been promised in Berlin Treaty. After 

1877-78 war Turkish minorities were forced to move to Ottoman lands which resulted over 

'2million immigrants crashed to Ottoman borders.' Ottoman system and economy were about to fail 

due to foreign debts and new ones had to be taken to finance the expenditures o f immigrants. By 

the 1880 Ottoman treasury wasn't able to repay even its interest rates. Moreover Ottoman economy 

was collapsed in 1881 and Great Powers took the control o f basic incomes o f Ottoman Turkey by 

establishment o f public debt administration for repayments. Germany realized that friendly foreign 

policy towards Ottomans could be beneficial for both sides. Serbian throne was risen to Kingdom in

1882.

I believe that Balkan nations have never adopted the Berlin treaty and started
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militarization to be powerful on Balkans, and tried to demolish ideas o f Berlin Conference. 

Bulgarian principality was declared unification of Bulgaria and Eastern Roumelia in 1885, Serbia 

was in search of Greater Serbia. Serbian army attacked to Bulgaria with Austrian support. Bulgarian 

army defeated Serbian army and defended unified Bulgaria successfully. Austria-Hungarian 

intervention was able to stop possible Bulgarian occupation on Serbian kingdom. Therefore 

Serbians established Aziz Sava in 1885 as national committee.

Serbian relationship wasn't that good also with Montenegro as a result of 

competition between two ethnic Serbian states. Pan Slavism was failed because of this competition, 

which secured Ottoman Turkey for a while. Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece were interested in 

Macedonia to establish their extended Kingdoms. Relations between those nations have been 

always hostile, moreover after Turkish conquest on Balkans and Istanbul, independent Serbian and 

Bulgarian Churches were closed. Ecumenicus Patriarch was imposed Greek culture through 

Churches. Although both Serbian and Bulgarian elites were educated in Greek schools however 

Hellenization was created hatred towards Greeks. During 19th century Serbian and Bulgarian 

churches became independent entities from Patriarchy and Ottoman Turkey used this division to 

prevent possible Orthodox unification. After Berlin Treaty Bulgarian Kingdom was interested in 

Thrace, Greek Epirus and Greek Islands on Aegean Sea. Serbia was interested in Bosnia- 

Herzegovina. All Balkan national interests were same on Macedonian region. All Balkan nations 

had ruled that region in past moreover all claimed that region has linguistic and historical ties with 

their nation. Macedonian region was half Muslim half Orthodox Christian which was included 

Tessaloniki, Monaster, Kosovo cities. Macedonians established IMRO in 1893 to get Macedonia to 

Bulgaria.' Serbia was also interested in Novibazar sanjak from Austria-Hungary as a part of 

Kosovo.'82 Greeks established Ethniki Eteria in 1894 to support their claims. Finally Bulgarian 

foreign committee was founded by Sofia in 1895. Ottoman authorities supported local people 

against all over national movements. Macedonia was ethnically heterogenious region including 

Jewish, Roma,and even Roman minorities as a result of that every nation had to deal with each 

other and Ottoman rule, however hatred among Balkan nations were still stronger than anti Ottoman
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feelings at that time. Christian people of Macedonia revolted against Ottoman rule in 1897, it 

became autonomous under selected Orthodox Christian ruler who appointed by Istanbul. 

Multinational nature o f Macedonia was made this province the main target for every Balkan nation 

and also this competition might extended the existence of Ottoman rule.

Eventually Macedonia was became the only problem of Balkan nations.' 

Bulgarian Kingdom was signed a mutual protection pact with Russia against possible Romanian
o i  # # f  . . . .

invasion ' , in 1902. Bulgarian national organizations was set up a national uprising in 1903 

however it was failed by Ottoman involvement moreover failure o f Bulgarian revolts were created 

advantage for Greek and Serbian organizations. Russia was supported Bulgaria, and pushed 

Ottoman Turkey to keep its promises according to Berlin Treaty about reformation of Macedonia 

and Austria-Hungary wasn't liked Russian influence on Slavic nations which was resulted several 

demands to protect Macedonian Christians however Hungarian parliament was blocked further 

requests. France and Britain were observing those events too. Macedonian region seemed to be last 

problematic region on Balkans as result of it was the possible enlargement path for all Balkan 

nations.

River Danube was fully opened to ships in 1896 by using modem 

establishments, its importance is River Danube became the most important water road on East 

Europe and main interest of all Balkan nations including Austro Hungary.

Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd prepared reform package for Macedonia with the 

establishment of Roumelia reform commission however as a result of possible nationalist 

movement threat and different demands o f high regional ethnic diversity reform implementations 

failed.

'1903 Bulgarian uprising in Macedonia was aimed to take attention o f Great 

Powers.'84Therefore Austria-Hungary and Russia came together and prepared 'MUrtzeg reforms'85 

for Macedonia however impact of ultimatum was limited due to Russia and Austria were sharing 

same interests under name of Germanism , Pan Slavism and hatred under this circumstances.
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Germany was defended the unity of Ottoman Turkey to influence overall its interests. Italy was 

interested in Albania due its geopolitical position and Austrian intervention over Balkans wasn't 

acceptable. Moreover France and Britain wasn't only not like Ottoman Turkey but also German- 

Austrian alliance.

Serbians was the first nation who revolted against Ottoman rule on Balkans, 

however Serbian Kingdom was quite problematic as a result o f relations with its neighbours. On the 

other hand Montenegro became quite interesting point for European powers. Prince Nikola wanted 

to establish good relations with its neighbours and Russia through marriages. I think he understood 

the conditions and limited power of its principality therefore he tried to develop his position by 

marriages. He got a kinship with Italian King ,Serbian and Russia. Marriages were the only way to 

get financial and political aids due to underdevelopment of Montenegro economy. Serbian Kingdom 

offered alliance to Montenegro in 1902, however it was rejected. In 1903 Serbian King Alexander 

Obrenovic and his wife killed by young soldiers cunta who were supported by Russia. After Berlin 

Congress, Serbian principality mostly influence by Austrian politics however Austria didn't act 

when Serbian king killed because Austria wanted to get rid o f burden on the other hand France and 

Britain were satisfied that Austria lost its influence over Serbian kingdom. New Serbian King Peter 

tried to develop friendly relations with France and Britain therefore economic hegemony of Austria 

was ended.

Russian defeat on Japan empire was most shocking for Balkan Nations who 

were supported by Russia from the beginning. Japanese victory show that Russia wasn't powerful as 

it used to be. Balkan nations realized that they lost their biggest ally in terms o f capacity to 

intervene Balkan political issues directly. They had to start establishment o f stronger national 

armies against Ottoman Turkey which was still biggest military power in the region.

After parliamentary Monarchy was abolished , Sultan became only political 

centre of Ottomans. Actually many historians believe that he didn't care to establish semi 

democratic system and share his power that's why he put a law which gave the power to abolish 

Ottoman parliament under possible threats against national security. He tried to establish stable 

international political



environment by seeking allies against internal political issues however his personality was heavily 

affected time reign therefore it was chaotic era on global base as extremist groups were killed 

political leaders or kings to be heard by masses in international level. Sultan Abdulhamid 2nd was 

also tried to be killed by Armenian partizans in 1898. ( 1898 Sissi Kaiserin Elisabeth in Geneve, 

1900 Italian King Umberto, USA president Me Kinley,1901) not suprisingly under such conditions 

and additional rising national tendencies Sultan preferred close and anti democratic regime.

However he continued to modernize bureaucracy, military, and local governance by setting up 

regulations. Under his reign Ottoman army was re modernized with the establishment o f more 

military and medical schools to sustain the needs o f modem army. On the other hand any kinds of 

reforms to improve the social or political rights for Ottoman citizens were suspended which actually 

created domestically stable political environment.

I believe that he believed that there was no future for Ottoman Empire 

without political from Great Britain meanwhile he tried to develop personal friendship with 

German Emperor Willheim 2nd as the biggest continental European power. His personal policies 

might driven by recent circumstances on Globe and his understanding about fall of Ottomans would 

occur but could be delayed, if  certain policies could be adopted like modernization of armed forces 

and further development of bureaucracy. Moreover his suspicious personality significantly played 

important role to define what is needed for Ottomans and what is not. He tried to improve the armed 

forces however naval forces suffered from neglet due to military que d'etat against his uncle 

Abdulaziz.

He agreed with German emperor Willheim 2nd during his visit to Istanbul 

that Turkish armies will be commended by German officers, on the other hand the schools which he 

established were became a core of modernist, western supporters and his opponents. As a result of 

those people were able to the difference between west and Ottoman Turkey personally on Europe. 

Those young educated people seemed Sultan as the main figure for failure of Ottoman Turkey. They 

mostly influenced by French revolution and its basic ideas, moreover they weren't aware o f world 

political reality and colonization process for cheaper raw materials due to 1873-95 economic 

stagnation also social combination o f Ottomans was dismissed. As a result of autocratic regime of 

Sultan some of the good educated people had to move Europe to start their criticisms just like other 

national committees on Europe. Those reform supporters were called as Jeun or Young Turks.



In Ottoman Turkey, There were many reason to oppose the Sultan on the 

grounds of economic, social, political, and systematic. Jeun Turks were blinded their eyes only with 

French revolution which resulted not to analyse the needs of society and dismissed the social 

Darwinism and its impact on Europe as Muslim and Christian communities can't live together in 

peace. Declaration of constitution and parliamentary monarchy were the only way to gain support 

from west.

Jeun Turk movement was started to evolve during 1885-89 years as young 

educated Turk movement exile on Europe then in 1898 Sultan freed all Jeun Turks to return to 

Istanbul. Ottoman military forces on Macedonia have been dealing with different demands and 

problems of different nations. Jeun Turk movement had the opposite beliefs from Ottoman Sultan 

disorder of Ottoman society seemed to be result o f Abdulhamid's autocratic governance. Guerallas 

and national uprisings became constant in the region due to misunderstanding of the demands o f the 

Balkan nations as more representative rights in local governments. Ottoman army wasn't also 

dealing with struggles between state society, but also had to deal with inter community problems on 

Balkans as a result o f multi national nature o f mostly big cities. Endless problems eroded the beliefs 

for peace and trust for Sultan in time therefore morals and discipline was declined. CUP committee 

of union and process was formed as political party from Jeun Turks.

'Sultan accepted Roman minority and providing their rights on 

Macedonia, in 1905.'86 'Bulgaria and Serbian Kingdom were signed the customs union treaty at the 

same year.'87 however it was not functioned as a result of increasing Austrian pressure and 

appearance of new problems between Bulgaria and Serbia.' Austria was introduced quotas for 

Serbian products which had huge negative impact in short term '88 however quotas pushed Serbia to 

find new markets which made Austrian influence weaker, economic and political relations 

between Serbian kingdom and Western Powers became stronger over economic relations.

Ottoman young Turk soldiers established the Ottoman Freedom
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Committee in Tessaloniki in 1906, then this group was unified with CUP from Paris and Tessaloniki 

became a second centre o f CUP. They were all against Sultan's regime and military intervention 

became a part o f committee as a result of military schools became the centre o f anti democratic 

regime of Sultan. Jeun Turks admired the foundation of constitutional monarchy and Iran 

parliament by Iran national movement in 1906 however it wasn't lasted so long and in 1907 Britain 

and Russia were agreed to share Iran for its natural resources. Meanwhile Jeun Turks missed the 

recent European political realities which were actually could cause the collapse of the Ottomans. 

Russia was taken north and Britain south of Iran. Britain was also secured its trade route on Middle 

east against German enlargement. Russia and Britain became allies against German interests on 

Ottoman lands moreover Sultan was the head o f Islam and possible Holly war against Christianity 

could create Chaos for Britain and Russia. Whose had several Muslim nations under control. Britain 

finally left the policy o f protecting Ottomans against Russia which resulted the development of 

closer relations between Ottomans and German empire. I assume that Ottomans once more unable 

to analyse the changes in the international politics as the BOP system wasn't existed any more. 

Ottomans maintained closer relationship with German Empire to able to survive against Russian 

intervention after loosing support from Britain. Ottoman political elites most probably didn't 

understand that Britain didn't support Ottomans because o f their disability o f modernizing Ottoman 

state structure in every level as well as the economical and social parts. Britain choose Russia due 

to it wasn't strong political power as it used to be during 18lh and 19th centuries. If Ottomans 

couldn't survive and maintain security on British colonial trade routes, Russia would do better and 

could control Balkan region due to Orthodox ties with most Balkan nations.

During 19th century great powers were competing with each other to get more 

colonies to sustain more raw materials for their industries. Rise in usage o f oil from 19th century in 

industries was resulted higher interests on Ottoman Lands which believed to be rich in oil resources 

in Middle East. Austria and Germany had started to improve their relations from 1879 then 

Ottomans came closer on the other hand France and Great Britain established Etente Cordiale in 

1904 to balance German influence and finally Russia was joined them in 1907 after occupation of 

Iran.
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'In 1908 British King Edward VII and Tsar Nikolas II were met in Reval, to discuss 

policies towards German influence.'89 and CUP members Niyazi, Enver and Eyiip Sabri young 

commanders understood Reval, Talinn meeting as threat against Ottomans, and blamed Sultan not 

to be aware o f recent subjects. Abdulhamid or CUP members actually knew that they couldn't stop 

the consequences o f this m eeting., however Committee o f Union and Progress took the adventage 

of anger for Sultan's regime and revolted against Abdulhamid therefore Albanian nationalists joined 

them and movement gained support nationwide.

CUP Tessaloniki headquarters prepared celebrations for restoration of 

constitution ( Mesrutiyet ) and 'Sultan Abdulhamid had to announce that constitution of 1876 was 

restored with Ottoman Parliament.'90 Declaration of constitutional monarchy was created sudden 

satisfaction and freedom environment on Balkans however it was just a short lived dream which 

actually made Balkan nationalism strong with provision of freedom. Macedonia started to became 

the main concern o f almost all Balkan nations to be able to establish their greater nation states. On 

the other hand beliefs for the Ottoman internal politics among European powers changed radically 

whose believed that Abdulhamid regime was strong however sudden declaration of constitution 

proved the opposite. Jeun Turks were admirers of Britain however Britain didn't want to loose good 

relation with Russia due to Ottomans moreover Muslim people in Egypt, India and other colonies 

would demand the constitutional monarchy from England, if  Jeun Turk movement and Ottoman 

parliament would be successful. Britain preferred to wait with believing that Ottoman parliament 

might be failed again as result of conditions in Ottomans didn't developed after 30years of 

autocratic Sultan regime and no further reformation in process. Ottoman bureaucracy and military 

structures were the only things which have been developing however Ottoman system seemed to be 

suspended in time. Period of 1878- 1908 could be analysed as the suspension of reformation 

process and strict control o f Sultan regime were helped to preserve Ottoman territorial integrity. His 

cruel regime without territorial losses has resulted clear division among historians about his 

success. He have titles of big ruler and red Sultan as a result of controversial nature of his reign. 

Abdulhamid personally admired Britain and tried to get political support from Britain in any costs. 

He gave Cyprus to Britain and he believed that without political support from Britain, Ottomans 

would collapse in a matter o f time.
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Jeun Turk movement was negative towards German empire due to its good 

relations with Sultan Abdulhamid , however German emperor knew that those reformers were 

educated in German schools and relations would get even closer. Political environment o f West 

Europe was actually resulted the slide in Jeun Turks beliefs from Britain to Germany as an ally in 

time.

'Declaration o f constitutional monarch wasn't adopted by nationalist groups 

in Bulgaria and Macedonia.'91 Constitutional Ottoman Turkey would be blocked the possibility o f 

Balkanization. 'In contrast Greece was celebrated the declaration o f constitution however 

Ecumenicus Patriarch knew that Greek Parliament was dominated by soldiers who were members 

of Ethiki Eteria'92 Patriarchy wanted to stay away from Greek Church as a result o f Greeks church 

provided Greek passport to Orthodox people within Ottomans which resulted decline for 

economical support for Patriarchy.

Greeks in Istanbul were wealthy people and patriarch wanted to keep those 

people in centre however some Greeks wanted to use their wealth for unification o f Greece, 

Macedonia and Istanbul. They established the ' Society o f Constantinepol in 1908 l93 on the other 

hand Megali Idea was getting stronger in Greece.

Jeun Turks wanted to improve the conditions of Ottoman Turkey with 

creation of Ottoman nation and powerful army. Positive athmosphere was demolished by territorial 

losses in Bosnia-Herzegovina,Bulgaria, Crete,and revolts against Ottoman rule in Albania as a 

result o f internal troubles o f Ottomans which were result o f a power vacuum after abolition of 

Abdulhamid's regime. Declaration o f Constitutional monarchy was able to unify different nations 

and religions under Ottoman nations for a moment and pan Islamism of Abdulmecid seemed to be 

ended from Ottoman politics . CUP members were soldiers and elites who weren't experienced 

enough to analyse the traditional Ottoman policies about how to unify different nations within the 

Ottomans by giving basic freedoms while balancing the members of different nation groups.

91 Richard C. Hall, Balkan Sava§lan,p-9
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Austria-Hungary had never accepted terms of Berlin Treaty about 

recognition of Ottoman lands, as other Balkan nations. Austria declared that 'Austria was annexed 

the Bosnia-Herzegovina, when CUP was tried to arrange elections for Ottoman parliament because 

of possible success of Ottoman parliament.'94 Bulgaria was also became an independent Kingdom 

by unilateral declaration when Bulgaria realized that terms of Berlin Treaty were eroded. 

Annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina was resulted reaction in Ottoman Turkey for boicots, hatred 

among Serbian Kingdom and Russia.

Serbian Kingdom was claimed that Bosnia as a part o f greater Serbian 

kingdom, however 'Serbian PM knew that Serbia had to gain support from Austria.'95 On the other 

hand Russia gave ultimatum for Austrian withdrawal of Austria from Bosnia-Herzegovina, however 

it was failed and Russian influence seemed to be declining since 1905 to 1909. Serbian Kingdom 

had to establish strong Balkan alliance, at that time Austria gave Novi Bazaar region to Serbia and 

Montenegro to establish shared borders between to Serbian kingdoms. Austria definitely wanted to 

gain popularity among Serbian Kingdom by maintaining better connection within two ethnic 

Serbian Kingdoms.

Domination army in Parliament resulted military intervention in Greece and 

new government wanted to take advantage o f Bosnian crises under influence o f Megali Idea to 

unify all Greeks. Local government o f Crete declared that it was unified Greece just after Austrian 

annexation,' unified naval force of Britain, France, Italy, and Russia on Crete '96 was rejected that 

idea on the other hand, new Greek government was failed to integrate Crete Parliament into Greece. 

As a result of no support from western pow ers,' possible war between Ottoman Turkey and Greece 

was able to stop by rejection of Crete parliament '97 members to Greek government by PM 

Eleutherios Venizelos, in 1910.

Only Britain and Russia were against the abolishment o f Berlin Treaty

94 Richard C. Hall, Balkan Sava$lari,p-10
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Moreover protector o f Ottoman Turkey, German Emperor Willheim 2nd didn't support those 

movements on Balkans, however kept neutrality which created higher hatred towards Germany in 

CUP members. Austrian exports to Ottoman Turkey was damaged as a result o f Austrian 

annexation.

Albanian Issue

Albanians have been supported the Ottoman rule and they were theoretically 

the most integrated nation as a result of they were Muslim and adopted Turkish culture. Albanians 

were favoured by several benefits as low taxation, and special autonomy. Janina, Kosovo provinces 

and Skodra were highly populated by Albanians regions.

Committee of Union and process members promised for higher cultural 

autonomy and some privileges, to gain support for declaration o f constitution. Support for CUP was 

resulted their success. Creation of Ottoman nation was the only way to reform Ottoman Turkey 

which was aimed to curb some privileges which have been given to other nations as Albanians. 

Those centralization movements were understood as assimilation attempt on Albanian side. 

Dissatisfaction was turned into national uprisings. United Albanian committee demanded creation 

of Albanian autonomous region by unification o f Janina, Monaster, Kosovo and Scodra as its 

centre, however this idea wasn't popular among CUP leaders and political instability continued. I 

believe that loosing support of Albanian nation was the one o f the main mistakes of Ottoman 

political elites. They were probably wanted to create equal freedom environment for Ottoman 

citizens however loss o f privileges in Ottoman society opened the way o f foundation o f Albanian 

nation state among Albanian national movement therefore location of Albania was the second 

problematic region as a result of both Serbian and Montenegro Kingdoms want to connect them to 

the sea through Scodra by capturing Janina province.

31 March Incident Counter coup

Young Turk revolution was limited the power o f Abdulhamid 2nd and re 

organization o f society with gaining majority o f CUP in the parliament was irritated the absolute 

monarchy supporters. Abdulhamid and his supporters used his Pan Islamism ideas and former 

bureaucrats joined them, therefore CUP was supported by young soldiers mostly from Balkan 

region who educated in schools which have opened by Abdulhamid.



27.4.1909 counter coup attempt was suppressed by CUP supporter 

Macedonian army and Abdulhamid 2nd was over throned, and Mehmed V ( Resad ) became Sultan 

by CUP. Powers o f the Sultan decreased by amendments on constitution and CUP supporters 

became bureaucrats which resulted huge internal policy changes in Ottoman Turkey about relations 

with Balkan Nations.

CUP leaders believed that Abdulhamid was personally responsible o f great 

territorial losses in 1878 Russo Turkish war, disorder among Balkan nations, and internal and 

external relations. He sent to exile Tessaloniki in 1909 .

Solution of Church Issue

CUP administration wanted to unify Balkan nations under Ottoman 

identity after they replaced Abdulhamid to Mehmed V . Creation o f Ottoman nation was needed 

urgent reforms to eliminate the issues and discontent on Balkans. If we want to understand what 

was the main concern of new Ottoman political elites to save old empire could be explained by 

demographic nature o f Balkan peninsula. CUP party believed that Balkan nations hated both 

themselves and Ottomans which resulted always trouble in Ottoman society. They were mainly 

Orthodox people with their auto cephal churches however those churches were financially weak and 

churches which belongs to Patriarchy were outnumbered in the region mostly without crowds. 

Orthodox Serbian Church, Patriarchy and Bulgarian Church were competing against each others 

and they wanted to establish their own educational systems according to their needs. Albanians 

were divided over issue o f alphabet between Muslim south and Orthodox northern Albanians.

CUP tried to reform the traditional Christian rights in Ottoman Turkey to 

be able to stop discontent on Balkans. Sultan Abdulhamid didn't want to solve this issue as a result 

o f hatred among Balkan nations for each other was the only way to keep Macedonia under Ottoman 

rule. CUP wanted to solve issue to unify different beliefs under Ottoman nation.

'Church reform was offered the division of existing churches which were
Q Q

under control of Patriarchy to other nations on Balkans according to their needs,' also Ottoman 

treasury gave some money for building o f new churches as well.

Solution of Church issue was the last turning point o f Ottoman presence 

on Balkan territories moreover 'Church reform had a significant impact on Balkan politics due to it 

was solved the hatred among Balkan nation for each other which was opened the way of unification

98 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osm anli D evleti, p-288
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of Serbia, Montenegro, Greece, and Bulgaria.'99 Only Patriarchy was get negatively affected as a 

result of loss o f huge influence on Balkan region. Its political and financial resources have been 

damaged after it lost most of its libraries, monasters and churches.

Balkan Unification

After Bosnian crises and decline o f Russian influence over Ottoman 

Turkey, Serbia and Bulgaria forced them to find a solution over Macedonia. They knew that they 

had to establish strong alternatives individually after Russian defeats to be able to control their ultra 

nationalistic movements.

Discussions between Serbia and Bulgaria was risen, and mostly 

about about Macedonian issue.' Bulgaria wanted to establish big Bulgarian Kingdom as the 

strongest Balkan nation on the other hand after Montenegro,Serbian alliance was failed, Serbian 

politicians realized that unification of South Slavs could be possible only with Serbian-Bulgarian 

deal, that was the' only way to attract Croatia and Slovenes to join Serbian side. ,10° Idea of 

Yugoslavism became a centre of Serbian politics as tool of which could be used also against 

Habsburgs as Croatia, Slovenia and Bosnia Herzegovina ruled by Habsburgs.

Russia wanted to restore its prestige on Balkan region then Russian 

diplomats became more active in Bulgaria and Serbia. In 1912 Serbia and Bulgaria were signed the 

military cooperation treaty with Russian political assistance. It was about to cooperate against 

Habsburg and Ottomans during the war and provided a vision o f division of Macedonia as Serbia 

would gain Kosovo and Albania therefore Bulgaria was allowed to restore its Aya Stefano borders 

on Thrace, Epirus and South M acedonia.' Northern Macedonia was accepted as problematic region 

including Skopje that issue would be solved again with Russian diplomatic mediation, if  Serbia and 

Bulgaria couldn't find a solution.'101 Bulgaria was supported the idea o f foundation o f autonomous 

region of Macedonia for possible future annexation of Bulgarian Kingdom, moreover Bulgaria was 

quite sure that in case Russia would help to find a solution in favour of Bulgaria. Military treaty was 

against both Ottoman and Austria-Hungary however as a result o f Macedonia was remained as the 

centre of Balkan national interests Ottoman Turkey was the main enemy versus Slavic nations.
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Greece wanted to get allies after 1909 Crete crises. Greece was started 

discussions with Bulgaria during Serbian-Bulgaria alliance didn't reach the agreement. Bulgarian- 

Greek agreement has been done in 1912 and ' Bulgaria didn't include the division o f Macedonia as a
• 109 • •result of Bulgaria wanted to get Greek naval support.' Bulgaria believed that during possible war 

on Macedonia, Bulgarian army would capture the all Thrace and South Macedonia. On the other 

hand Greek and Serbian Kingdoms were concluded the terms of military alliances. Although Greece 

was allowed the Etniki Eteria through its expansionist ideas.

Object 16 Political Map of Balkans in 1912

During 1912 Serbian-Greek, Greek-Montenegro friendship treaties were 

signed, however Greece only guaranteed military support from its Slavic allies on the other hand 

intervention Austria and division of Ottoman land issues couldn't be solved.

After Serbia, Greece, and Bulgaria were agreed about the terms of military 

alliance both Serbians and Bulgarians were started to maintain better relations with Montenegro. 

Therefore Serbian and Montenegro Kingdoms were signed the treaty which was completed the 

unification of Balkan States although there were still huge diversities and different exprectations 

however every Balkan nation state was ready to finalize their national unity by war against 

Ottomans and possibly Austria-Hungary too.

Ottoman control in Albania was weaken as a result of endless troubles 

which have been going on. I think that all Balkan nations motivated to fight against same enemy to 

capture as bigger lands as possible to be able to become the most powerful state on Balkans after 

they kick Ottomans out o f Balkans. In core they were all their enemies however they had to suspend 

their hatred to establish strong alliance as a result o f weakened Ottomans were still powerful 

enough to defend themselves against individual Balkan nations since Russia couldn't help them, it 

wasn't brilliant idea.

After Russia was defeated by Japan empire in, Balkan nations started to

establish big military structures to secure themselves. On Greece was only democracy other Balkan

states were absolute monarchies and autocracy was their governmental structure which was enabled

to transfer most o f their GDP to establish big arm ies.' Balkan nations started to wait war and
• 103possible conquest to satisfy their national claims.'
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Effect o f Trablus War 

Italy had completed its unification very late in 19h century as German 

Empire. Italy wasn't able to find colonies to develop its industry . There were huge difference 

between industrialized North and agricultural south. Italy has been interested in Albania, Asia 

minor and North Africa. Italian politicians were claiming those lands as the relic of Roman Empire. 

Italy already tried to occupy Ethiopia in 1885 however that was failed. Italian foreign policy was 

turned in Albania, Kosovo, and Libya. In time colonization became inevitable for Italy due to 

massive immigration to USA. Italy was ask for British permission to Occupy Libya however 

England was explained that Italy has to wait till total collapse o f Ottomans. During Abdulhamid 2nd 

Libya was punishment for blacklisted civil servants or exiles, and Ottoman rule was already 

abolished by local families. He tried get support by providing military equipment to local people.

Italy asked to buy Libya in 1890 from Ottomans which was rejected 

this offer due to Pan Islamism. He thought that selling those lands Catholic country could eliminate 

his prestige although Abdulhamid knew that Libya became burden for Ottomans.

Declaration o f constitutional monarchy wasn't supported by local 

people in Libya due to equality between religions. CUP sent 3 military commanders to explain the 

policies o f CUP administration.

Ottoman policies could be seen as help for Italian invasion as 

Istanbul didn't help its citizens during drought and famine therefore armed forces were abolished 

during 1907-11 period, finally Ottoman governors' reports were dismissed about Italian growing 

interests in Trablus ( Libya) province.

Italy had been encouraged by failure of Ottoman army in Albanian 

national uprising. However Ottomans thought that Britain and France couldn't accept Italy as 

neighbour on North Africa in between Algeria-Tunus and Egypt also Austrian economic reaction 

would damage the Italian Eastern trade. Ottomans were dealing with endless problems.

Italy had no choice to capture the last remaining part of Ottomans on 

north Africa, Ottomans couldn't send their fleet due to Abdulhamid was afraid of military attack as 

his uncle who over throned by naval army and Ottoman fleet became useless after 33 years without



maintenance . When war with Italy for Libya was became reality, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Montenegro 

were started military exercises and Greece declared that Corinth Canal was closed for Ottoman and 

Italian fleets to be neutral. On the other hand Ottoman secret agency was abolished which was 

resulted no longer information for Ottomans. Moreover oppositions and primitive election system 

was caused gridlock in Ottoman parliament. As a result o f Albanians decided to establish their own 

nation state and started to provoke local people on South Albania, which also had positive effect on 

creation of Albanian nation that was mostly Muslim however with Orthodox and Catholic 

minorities on the North. I believe, it is obvious that Trablus war was created the perfect conditions 

for Balkan nations to force Ottomans to withdraw from Balkan peninsula. Failure o f interfering this 

war without real afford has shown the weakness o f Ottomans.

' Ottoman economy was collapsed because o f endless wars, naval 

blockades, and different prohibitions. Connection to Mediterranean Sea was cut off, Aegean Islands 

became unprotected, and Arabs were de facto autonomous ,104 under such conditions Ottomans 

couldn't continue war in Libya. Italy was forced Ottomans to deal with by Dodecanese islands and 

blocked Dardanelles strait which caused to stop passing Russian wealth ships. Straits became 

international issue again.

Great Britain, France and Germany saw Balkan region as burden. 

Importance of Balkans were only straits, River Danube,Corfu Island and Tessaloniki where 

international trade consist on. Ottoman rules was good enough for that region however, if  Ottoman 

Turkey collapses one or several Balkan nations could be accepted as second option therefore 

Ottoman option wasn't supported by Russia.

It is clear that Austria was against Serbian enlargement towards Novi 

Bazar and Dalmatian Coast by capturing Albania therefore autonomous Albania would stop such 

possible greater Serbia. Tessaloniki was the main concern o f all European powers, it would be an 

international zone. Germany supported small scale war on Balkans which could solve Eastern 

Question on Balkans.

France was friendly towards Ottomans due to its developing 

economic relations as railway and harbour building. France was the protector o f Catholics in 

Ottomans, therefore France wanted to keep status quo. 'According to traditional French foreign
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policy, Poincare wanted to preserve Ottomans with mediation with Balkan nations.'105 Poincare 

offered that Ottoman regional governance law o f 1880 could be helpful to solve Balkan national 

demands, however both Ottoman and Balkan nations were supported war, by protests. Ottomans 

believed that their powerful army could restore the old Empire, Serbians wanted to establish old 

'Stephan Duschan (1331-55) borders, Bulgarians Tsar Simeon.'106 under ultimate nationalistic 

beliefs. I am sure that Balkan war was inevitable since all Balkan nations wanted to restore their 

glorious Empires.

'In 8.10.1912 Montenegro embassy was protested in Istanbul, therefore 

Montenegro parliament declared that it was hostile action.'107 King Nikola II declared war on 

Ottomans.

Russian and German media were created the idea of in case o f war which result 

manipulated the western media that Ottomans were safe and Balkan borders wouldn't be changed, 

however reality revealed by German Emperor that Balkan war couldn't become an European scale 

war between Etante Cardionale and Germanic nations therefore status quo can't be guaranteed on 

Balkans.

First Balkan War

'Sofia, Belgrade, and Athens gave an ultimatum to Istanbul which wasn't

acceptable.'108

Ottoman Turkey had to make a peace with Italy, therefore Libya was occupied 

by Italy, Ottomans gave control of Dodecanese Islands to stop possible Greek invasion by Ouchy 

treaty, moreover Italy promised to pay Ottoman debts about Libya.

Russia sent its army to European borders, to stop possible Austrian invasion 

over Serbia,Romania, and Bulgaria which could force Istanbul to sign a peace treaty, if  Balkan 

nations will be defeated. Ottomans was likely to fight against 4 Balkan nation states as a result of 

military treaties among the Balkan states.
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According to Balkan military pacts, Bulgaria had to attack on Adrianople ( 

Edirne ) to stop Ottoman armies and Thrace. Greece -  Epirus, South Albania, Serbia and 

Montenegro to North Albania, Novi bazaar and west Macedonia. Greek fleets had to block Aegean 

Sea to stop Turkish logistic support.

Turkish armies attacked to Serbia and Bulgaria however they were defeated 

suddenly as a result of no practice and lack o f European military tactics therefore Ottomans couldn't 

analyse the recent trends on Europe. Actually Turkish army was divided into smaller pieces as a 

result o f different political beliefs which caused not organised warfare among Turkish troops. Most 

of the wars were failed due to Soldiers escaped from war. Bulgaria was captured Thrace region 

easily.

Serbian army captured Novi bazaar, Skopje, then Monaster. Montenegro was 

captured Tozi, Scodra, and met with Serbian army in Alesio.

Greek army marched to Northern direction and captured Janina province and

came to Tessaloniki.

That sudden defeat of Ottomans on Balkans was caused different reactions on 

Europe. Germany believed that successful Bulgarian kingdom could be accepted as new dominant 

political power on Balkans and eastern question can be solved by fall of Ottomans by Bulgaria. On 

the other hand Russia worried that Ottoman army wouldn't secure Istanbul therefore Bulgarians 

can capture the Istanbul and stay there to secure Europeans and Christians. It was unacceptable for 

Russian Tsar who was dreaming to crown in Istanbul as Byzantine Emperor. According to Russian 

needs Ottoman Turkey had to be survived. Albania has to remain as a part o f it. Russia warned 

Berlin and London about the situation on Balkans. France wanted to keep status quo therefore 

Russia and England wanted to save at least Istanbul.

France believed that defeat of Ottomans was shown the collapse of German 

war machine due to from 1878 Turkish army was recruited according to German tradition, and 

France encouraged against Germany.

Germany supported individual nation states on Balkan peninsula which



could make connection Germany to Middle east. Albanian issue had to be solved by foundation of 

Albanian Kingdom under Serbian ruler. Austria supported that idea from the beginning to stop 

Serbian expansion towards Adriatic Sea.

United fleet of European powers came to Istanbul, therefore Balkan nations 

were fighting with Ottoman armies and competing with each other for territories. Serbians and 

Greeks were captured Macedonia before Bulgarians.

War resulted another wave of immigration to Ottoman Turkey from 

Bulgaria, Macedonia, Thrace as a result o f all Ottoman territories were lost, those people came to 

Istanbul with defeated soldiers. Bulgarian army was attacked to Ottoman army and defeated.

'England and France were trying to end that war before it spreads to 

Europe.'109 Also Ottomans sent an invitation to Greece for international conference but Greek PM 

Venizelos preferred to wait for other Balkan nations. Great powers just wanted to finish that war 

however didn't care about geopolitical situation on Balkans.

Catalca Ceasefire Agreement

'After Bulgarian army defeated nearby Istanbul, Bulgarian Tsar Ferdinand 

wanted to make peace on Balkans.'110 Bulgarians and Greeks came together to discuss the terms of 

ceasefire. Serbia and Bulgaria responded as Greece didn't signed a cease fire as a result o f it wasn't 

captured Janina, Scodra, and Adrianople which were still under siege. Cease fire was helpful for 

Balkan nations to sustain their logistic needs due to they wanted to conquer all territories.

Bulgaria wasn't able to capture northern Macedonia however successfully gained 

Thrace, Edime and East Macedonia.

Serbia was quite successful during first Balkan war. Skopje, North Macedonia, 

South Albania were successfully captured by Serbian armies therefore glorious victory o f Serbian 

kingdom attracted Croats, Slovenes, and Serbians in the Austria-Hungary, incontrast o f Austria had 

believed that catholic Croats wouldn't be allies therefore Catholic ideas lost their importance on 

eyes of Croats and Yugoslavism idea became important. Croats were dreaming to take Trieste from
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Austria which resulted the idea of Austrian monarchy was no longer a great power o f Europe. 

Austrian monarchy were under possible threat o f liquidation on Slavic nations after Ottoman 

withdrawal from Balkan peninsula.

Albania was in danger after it was isolated from Ottoman territories. Albanian 

elites declared independent Albania under Austrian support which wanted to stop Serbian territorial 

enlargement to be connected to Adriatic Sea.

Greece wasn't so successful as Serbia and Bulgaria, Greek army couldn't 

captured Janina and problem about Tessaloniki had to solved. Division of Greek populated lands 

were the centre o f the problems.

Montenegro could be accepted as failure o f Balkan ally. Montenegro army were 

successfully captured most of Novi bazaar however Scodra siege was failed and Kosovo and Plevje 

weren't captured. Moreover as a result o f failure o f Montenegro Petrovich Dynasty couldn't able to 

compete with Serbia to unify Serbians under Montenegro.

London Peace Conference

There were 2 different conferences were gathered in London to finalize peace 

treaty. Austria believed that embassadors conference would serve for Russia to keep Balkan nations 

under its control. Conference was aimed to to solve Balkan issues before war spread to Europe. 

Solution had to serve the needs of Great powers. Albanian issue, Serbian demands towards harbour 

on Adriatic Sea, and Aegean Islands problems were the urgent issues o f the conference.

Bulgaria was disappointed from Serbian gaining and Russia was afraid that 

Bulgaria could shift to German-Austrian side, then Russia tried to restore relations with Romania 

which could extend the Balkan alliance and could cover the loss o f Bulgaria.

Romania was hostile towards Russia because o f its loss o f South Moldavia after 

1878 Berlin Treaty. Austria-Hungary just watched the fall of the Ottomans that made Austria 

possible enemy. Fall o f Austria was possible as its multinational nature like Ottoman Turkey. 

Therefore 'end of the sick man of River Danube seemed to be inevitable 'n on European politics.

According to Russian and French politicians Ottomans would have only border
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with Bulgaria on Europe, which might provide final solution on Balkans. Bulgaria, Ottomans and 

Romania would be allies then became a part o f Etente or Axis powers. However Adrianople (

Edime ) had to be part of Bulgaria.

London Conference was blocked by issues on Edime, Imroz, Tenedos and Limni

Islands.

Romania joined the Balkan alliance and get closer with Serbia, which resulted 

reaction on German-Austrian side. Romania was disappointed with creation of Big Bulgarian 

Kingdom therefore it had to intervene the Balkan political issues as the most developed Balkan 

country.

Due to no result in London conference, Montenegro was able to capture some lands 

on north Albania, and Serbia got Drachy which was created a harbour on Adriatic Sea,in the middle 

of Albania. Austria and Italy were negative for Serbian control over Otranto strait on Adriatic Sea.

Ottoman Bulgaria border was drafted by great powers as Midje-Enez line, Edime 

was given to Bulgaria, Greece and Bulgaria had a conflict about Thrace and Saloniki where were 

populated by Greeks.

Bulgarian expansion towards northern Macedonia was opposite of Serb-Bulgar 

military pact. Serbia got more and more aggressive towards Bulgaria.

'France and Britain wanted to finish that long lasting peace conference and tried to 

find a solution without reaction of Italy and Austria,'112 preservation of Istanbul was also another 

issue. Russian, British, and France wanted to keep their political influence over Balkan states. 

Greece was very important for Britain due to shoreline and harbours.

'Germany wanted to attract some Balkan states as allies in case o f Great European 

war,'113 therefore London treaty was shaped according to needs of all great Powers.

According to London peace treaty, 30.5.1912. Midje-Enez line became a border with 

Bulgaria. Crete and Aegean Islands issue should be solved by great powers. Greece was gained 

Epirus, Janina, South Macedonia and Tessaloniki. Bulgaria was gained Thrace, Central Macedonia, 

and Edime. Serbia was gained north Macedonia. Montenegro got Novi bazaar, small territories on

112 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-386

113 Richard C. Hall, Balkan Sava?lari,p-104



North Albania. Albania was accepted as independent state and its borders should be drafted by great 

powers.

Object 17 Political map of 1912 after London Peace Treaty

However Greece still wanted to gain some lands from south Albania.

Romania wasn't able to gain anything which made its foreign policy hostile against Bulgaria as it 

was able to gain the biggest proportion o f lands and Serbia and Greece were not happy with Great 

Bulgarian kingdom.

For Great powers, Eastern question was solved by withdrawal o f Ottoman 

Turkey and enlargement o f Balkan nations. Ottomans believed that country finally reached the 

ultimate peace which was needed for long recovery period. Restoration of relations with Britain was 

started.

Second Balkan War 

Balkan nations were successfully defeated their main enemy. Ottoman 

Turkey had been lost all its Balkan territories excluding Istanbul. On the other hand Serbia and 

Greece were disappointed from their gaining on Balkans. Romania wasn't able to enlarge itself and 

Bulgarian domination seemed to threat. Greece wanted to have Macedonia however Serbia was 

captured most of it. Those dissatisfactions were alarmed Russia. Tsar wanted to mediate situation to 

be able to find a solution, however Greece rejected that conditions were changed after first Balkan 

war.

I think that powerful Bulgaria was threat for Russia therefore it could be 

connected to Vienna and Istanbul. 'Britain,France and Russia left Bulgaria alone on Balkans and 

supported Serbia which could stop the Austrian influence over the region.'114 Bulgarian army 

believed that it would defeat Greece and Serbia then move towards to the north to Romania. 

Romanian army didn't fight during first Balkan war and it was stronger than Bulgarian army that 

miscalculation changed the fate o f Bulgaria.

When Russia lost its control over Bulgaria, second Balkan war was started. 

Romania declared war on Bulgaria then Serbia and Greece. Bulgarian army had to fight against 3 

enemies at the same time therefore it was defeated. Romanian army started to conquer Bulgaria 

from River Danube.

114 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve O sm anli D evleti, p -3 9 1-392
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Ottoman Turkey took the advantage o f hard position of Bulgaria. Edime was 

taken back to Ottoman Turkey however Russia protested Turkey. They believed that Ottomans took 

Edime, Romania would gain huge part from Bulgaria.

London embassadors conference wasn't able to solve claims of Serbia and Greece. 

Only formation of Albania was agreed according to needs of Italy and Austria. Kosovo was given to 

Serbia, Monaster was divided between Serbia and Bulgaria. Janina was unified with Greece.

Serbian demands towards to get a harbour on Adriatic Sea was failed due to Albania.

Second Balkan war was ended with Bucharest Treaty however Kavala issue had to 

be solved. Greece demanded Kavala after it already has a Tessaloniki. Bulgaria became a victim 

after Second Balkan war which satisfied its neighbours.

Greece was gained Kavala, Drama, Serez with big part of west Thrace.

Ottomans captured east Thrace and Edime.

Macedonia was divided between mostly Greece and Serbia, Bulgaria had only small 

Prin Macedonia.

Montenegro was became a satellite state o f stronger Serbia.

Bulgaria was able to keep its connection to Aegean Sea, Dedeagac by Russian help 

due to keep Greece away from Dardanelles strait.

Romania gained the territories on River Danube and delta region, Black Sea coast 

on South Dobrutsche. Object 18 Political map o f 1913 after second Balkan war

Austria-Hungary could be accepted as diplomatically eroded country as a result of 

it was successfully abolished Balkan allies however couldn't find an ally. Tessaloniki unified to 

Greece therefore Serbia was able to trade there freely. Austria seemed as weaker than before Balkan 

wars, as a result o f Serbia successfully took attention o f south Slavic nations for unification under 

Yugoslavism ideology. Russia became diplomatically more active on Balkans and Russian position 

was strengthened on Serbia.

Great powers realized that their political influence became weaker after formation 

of Balkan nation states. Ultimatums had no force on Balkans as during Ottoman times, military 

forces should involve in those subjects.
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Importance and Aftermath o f Second Balkan War

It is obvious that Balkan wars brought significant changes as Ottoman Turkey was 

liquidated from European political map completely, and huge amount of Turks had to immigrated 

to Ottoman lands to save themselves from ' denationalization 1115 in Serbia and Greece, therefore 

Bulgarians suffered from denationalization and Church changes. It is clear that Balkan wars had a 

huge impact on collective memory on Turks however it forced CUP administration to adjust its 

domestic policies from pan Islamism to pan Turkism to be able to control its last remaining 

territories therefore after European territorial losses Ottoman nation was structured by mostly 

Islamic, and 'idea o f Ottoman nation was abandoned.'116

Germany and Italy were satisfied by new Balkan political map. Italy liked the idea of 

destruction o f Austrian political influence over Balkan territories. Germany was optimistic about to 

find new allies over newly established nation states. Romania seemed to be best candidate for 

leadership on Balkan peninsula as a result o f German dynasty however future o f Transylvania was 

questionable for Austria-Hungary alliance, because o f historical ties o f Transylvania unlike its 

economic relations and hatred towards Russia.

Alliance between Austria, Germany and Ottoman Turkey was developing as a result 

of German admirer CUP leaders therefore relations between Serbia-Russia and Greece-England 

became closer. Bulgaria started to search for allies to recover its losses during 2nd Balkan war by 

searching to get Dymetoka to connect itself to Aegean Sea with existing railway system. German 

interests developed over Egypt to cut Britain from India. I think all those reasons were created the 

axis and allied fronts on Balkans. Individual needs or desires of all Balkan nations were played the 

most important role as usual however the most crucial act was played within the West European 

powers.

Balkan wars encouraged allied ( Etente ) countries about their war capabilities 

against Germany. French politicians believed that Sedan defeat in 1871 was result o f advanced war 

techniques of Germany but also sudden collapse o f Ottomans over Balkans could be a result of 

weaker German war capability. French started to wait for war with Germany. Britain was allowed 

Russian expansion on Ottoman lands and straits rather than growing German influence over 

Ottomans. By the year 1914 Axis and Etante powers were mostly shaped as the Balkan political

115 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-403

116 Sacit Kutlu, Balkanlar ve Osmanli Devleti, p-403
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map. Over 2 world wars except Bulgarian losses on Aegean Sea ( west Thrace ), Second Balkan war 

drafted the final map of Balkan states however territorial demands and minority problems remained 

as the biggest problem.

Conclusion

Political map changes on Balkan peninsula had a parallel developments with 

collapse of the Ottoman Empire, however this liquidation process happened in a period of 

reformation, modernization of Ottomans. Those reforms were started first in armed forces while 

social, political changes on their way among the Balkan nations.

Ottoman public, economic and military bodies were designed to sustain the needs 

of agricultural society therefore Ottoman state structures had strictly bounded to each other. 

Moreover as I illuminated needs of modem society was ignored and military forces accepted as the 

main power source of Ottoman Empire against territorial decline. Mainly development of the 

bureaucracy, schools and some light industries targeted the sustain the needs of military.

Reformation of only armed forces actually resulted the broke of chain of governmental structures 

moreover their underdevelopment. On the other hand creation of modem style army as only copy of 

European ones which brought huge defeats.

Under ideas from my researches we can talk about European type o f state 

reorganization attempts by establishment of bureaucracy, schools, citizenship rights and local 

governments. Therefore wave of Ottoman modernization had started by voluntary action but 

continous fall of Ottomans in the meaning of political, economic and social weaknesses have made 

reforms necessary for the survival of Ottomans due to certain reforms became a main condition for 

political support from western powers.

I believe that my study makes clear the relative cause and effect relation between 

reformation attempts and the territorial losses, however it is obvious that reforms which had 

introduced by Ottomans have their character, and their success or failure in great variety.

First of all, Sultan Mahmud 2nd was able to reform Ottoman army by destroying 

Yenicheri army in 1826, however weakness o f new Ottoman army brought huge consequences after
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defeat on Russia in 1829. After Greece, Serbian principality was legitimized and opened the way for 

foundation of Bulgarian nation ( auto cephal) church on the other hand his reforms were 

successfully established the bureaucratic structure of Ottomans.

Provision o f cultural and social rights by Tanzimat ( new order ) was first attempt to 

legalize those rights, however disturbed the different nations also Muslim people due to everyone 

accepted as equals. I believe that Tanzimat was the last reform which declared by Ottomans freely 

moreover after this point reforms became the key factor to find international support for survival of 

Ottomans.

Islahat ( reform ) was drafted and imposed by France and Great Britain as the condition 

of peace treaty after Crimean war. It was obvious that Ottomans became a tool o f Britain as a result 

of increasing economic and political dependency.

Meanwhile tension between Ottoman Empire and Balkan nations risen causing revolts. I 

believe that we couldn't deny the failure o f reforms on Balkan peninsula.

In 1876, Mithad Pasha and Abdulhamid 2nd believed that declaration of constitutional 

monarchy could save the Ottoman Empire by promoting democratic political environment in 

Ottoman Parliament. On the other hand it wasn't enough to prevent war and huge defeat on Russia.

Reign of Abdulhamid 2nd lasted for 30 years and could easily defined by stability both in 

social and political life. He was able to keep empire together under strict rule and espanoge. He 

closed Ottoman parliament during 1877-78 war then suspended all personal political freedoms. 

However modernization o f armed forces continued by opening new military schools and hospitals. 

According to my thesis Reign of Abdulhamid and period o f second Parliamentary monarchy prove 

the cause and effect relationship between reformation attempts and territorial losses in Ottoman 

Empire. As in 1909 committee of Union and Process have declared all personal social and political 

rights additionally solving the main source of the internal conflicts was the solution of Church 

issue. On the other hand Parliamentary Monarchy and solution of Church issue have had a 

completely opposite effect among the Balkan nations. Instead of they became an integrated part of 

Ottoman parliamentary Monarchy, they united against Ottomans to liquidate it from Balkan
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political map however dominance of national diversity remained the same on Balkan peninsula. I 

believe that those informations which I gathered proves that major problem in Ottoman Empire 

could be spotted as the failure of the late and not voluntary modernization processes in Ottoman 

state structures as I was hypothetically structured however other reasons which have their negative 

effects on Ottomans whose might be divided into demographical structure of Balkans, external 

political changes those have been driven by ideological streams. Thus, failure of reformation 

processes weren't able to keep Ottoman society together however I assume that those reforms and 

creation of national churches were established the core of future Balkan nation states as the main 

product as the liquidation of Ottomans from Balkan political map. Balkan states all have roots 

therefore freed from Ottoman Empire moreover reasons o f demographically divided nature of 

Balkans peninsula even today could be understood through my study. I assume that without one 

politically dominant factor , Balkans can fall into chaos due to all given reasons which were Roman 

and Ottoman Empire in the past therefore it could be today's EU. I believe that faith of Ottomans in 

their last century and appearance of Balkan nations definitely needs more further researches by our 

colleagues.
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Object 3, Political map of 1453
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Object 5 political Map of Balkans between 1815-1859
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Object 13 Political Map of Austria-Hungary
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Object 15 Political Map of Berlin Treaty
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Object 16 Political Map of Balkan Peninsula in 1912
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Object 17 Political Map of Balkan Peninsula in 1913

The partition of European Turkey. 1908 13 The Balkan peoples before 1914

Object 18 Political Map of Balkan Peninsula in 1913, after Second Balkan Wars
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